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Student's d~ath sparks
r)(JI
meningitis scare-------------------------~
at UK
What is meningitis?

BY STEPHEN TRIMBLE
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRrTER

A University of Kentucky freshman died yesterday of an apparently rare but highly contagious strain
of bacterial meningitis.
But there is no need to panic,
UK health officials emphasized yesterday after the death of Jana Oliv- ·
er, 19, of Louisville. The chances of
contracting meningococcal meningitis depend on intimate contact,
and most victims can be treated.
Bacterial meningitis is usually
spread through actions such as
kissing, said Dr. Spencer Turner,
director of University Health Services. Simply being in the presence
of an infected person is not
harmful.
People living in a family setting
with someone who is infected have
less than a 5 percent chance of becoming infected themselves, Turner
said. The risk of becoming infected
from indirect contact, such as
sneezing or sharing food, is less
than 1 percent.
.
Eve:1 so, hundreds of UK students lined up for hours last night
· to receive free antibioties, which de:: stroy the bacteria.
·
_.
"I was pretty worried," said UK
: senior Brandon Voelker, who added
:-!that he'd sat near Oliver at the Sig:~ma Pi fraternity's Super Bowl party
::Sunday night. He said he had been
::waiting more than an hour at the
•'.-Clinic for treatment and expected to
: wait another hour.
:· Myths about the disease had al~ready spread around campus.
' "Somebody said you could get it
~from the air," said Voelker, who is
; majoring in political science.
... UK's student health clinic re:mained open until at least 9 p.m.
testerday and opens at t_a.m. !O·
Jiay. Students can pick up coses of
jl!l antibiotic called rifarnpin, _whi~h
nearlylOO percent effective ) n
llllinating the bacteria, Tu:r;ner .
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Meningococcal meningitis is a rare strain of bacteria. It affects the
meninges, or tissue within the skull, said Dr. Robert Noble, a UK infectious disease specialist.
The strain of bacteria that infected Jana Oliver spread through her
bloodstream and overwhelmed her, Noble said.
·
A nonnaJ period of infection lasts from three to five days, and up to
a week, Noble said. The disease is normally treatable with antibiotic
medicine if diagnosed in time.
Noble said common symptoms of the bacterial infection include:
■ Gradually increasing headaches.
•■ Gradually increasing fever.
■ Nausea and vomiting.
■ Sore neck.
■ Possible appearance of a skin rash.
Although meningitis is highly contagious, its spread requires intimate contact with the infected individual. It seldom results in death.
r
Turner"said -he. instructed the ~-1'; In' fi;lct, only 'two to four ~ ai~ic_t~ prepare 200 doses of the
i;eat ar~ reported· fn a· Clty 'th_J size!
nt1b1otic.
of Lexington, said Dr. Robert No.,: ln addition, doctors and counble a UK infectious disease special;;e1ors met last night with students
ist. And a iatal case is even rarer,
7n Blanding Tower residence hall,
he said.
-'Where Oliver lived; and at Oliver's
Noble played down concern
?>rarity house, S\gma ~appa. .
that it was a growing medical
r Turner also. 1s _talk_mg to Ohvthreat, saying, "It's always been
)!r's classmates - Just m case.
there."
"From a· public health st~ndBut an article in the Feb. 1,
~int," he said, "I have v~ry httle
1995, issue of the Journal of the
¥oncern about any_one m . th_o~e
American Medical Association is
"£lassrooms" contracting meningitis.
not as optimistic.
~: . The disease attacked Oliver
"Meningococcal in{ection is a
-quickly. Sh~ told_doctors that she
significant health probl~m," accord~tarted feeling sick only Monday
ing t!> the article, ad<fing tha,t it
lCfternoon.
lcill~ one in seven people whQ con- ·
.rj: Nancy Jeffries, a UK freshman
tract the disease.
" ...
· ___..
ajoring in communications, said
Oliver didn't have a"?oommate,
: liv_er was laughing with ~er _about
but she did have neighbors who nojl blmd date Mo!1day everu~g. .
ticed she was sick.
"S~e was hred," Jeffne:> said,
"Nobody expected it," said
,!but fme. We thought she had the
neighbor Lora Miller, a freshman
1lu."
.
majoring in pharmacy who lives in
The symptoms of tpe d•~~se
the 12th-floor dorm room next door.
e flulike - nausea <!nd vo~1tmg,
"Nobody did."
daches, fever and most tellingly,
A notepad tacked onto Oliver's
sore heck.
: •.
door still bore messages from
; Oliver checked mto {1K Hosp1friends.
l about 3 a.m. yesterday, and died
"Come see me as soon as you
' ithin five hours.
.
get back " said a note from "Ash"P~ple can carry this bug and
ley "
'
t be ill," Turner said.' "We don't
·
ow why it changes." • ~
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_·Student at UK dies of men1ng1t1s
The Bluegrass Bureau
LEXINGTON, Ky. - A 19-year-old
University of Kentucky freshman
from Louisville fell ill and died yesterday from an infection related t~ m~ningococcal meningitis, the Urn~ersity
of Kentucky Medical Center said.
The student, Jana Oliver, reportedly began feeling ill late Tuesd_ay afternoon; at 3 a.m.- friends took her to the
UK Hospital's em~rgency depa~en!Despite "appropnate treatment, Oliver died less than five hours later, at
7:51 a.m., a press release said ..
The cause of death was attributed
to an overwhelming bacterial infe_ction known as meningococcal sepslS,
university officials said.
Meningitis is highly contagious, but
its spread requires close con.tact such as sneezing or :coughing. on
someone, or sharing eating and drinking utensils.
UK officials didn't know yesterday
how Oliver contracted the disease or
why she succumbed so quickly.
But they were taking steps to encourage anyone who may have be.en
exposed to Oliver to seek preve~?ve
treatment. University health officials
were meeting last night with Oliver's

classmates, Sigma Kappa sorority sisters a.,id the other residents and employees of her dorm, Blanding .Towe_r.
Others who also may have come m
contact with Oliver were urged to call
the University Health Service at (6~6)
323-5823 about receiving preventiv~
medicine.
·
•
Anyone who may have been ~•
posed to Oliver will receive an ·antibt•
otic known as rifwnpin at no charge.

Meningococcal meningitis may
come on very rapidly with minimal
symptoms and overwhelming infec;
tion, as it did in Oliver's case: More
often, though, patients usually have
symptoms for a longer period..
:
Those symptoms include general
malaise, fever, a headache that gradu:
ally becomes severe, nausea and vom,
iting, and finally "the classic · stiff
neck associated with meningitis," a
news release said. In many cases, a
· rash also appears.
·
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Getting the bo':)t
Medical students' parking lot latest
casualty ii1 U of L I?-ospital b~t!!~.
By PATRICK HOWINGTON

the hospital because the· company
moved its headquarters out of Louisville to Nashville, Tenn.
The parking lot apparently will sit
vacant after Tuesday. Columbia,
which bad revenues of about $11 billion in 1994, is "not in a position
where we need to sell it," Riley said.
Many of the displaced ·students,
who pay $68 a year to park in the
lot, will have to pay much more for
other U of L lots or garages - assuming they can find a space: University-owned parking near the
downtown Health Sciences Center is
limited.
Students are "not very happy''
about their options, said Barbara
Frederick, president of the nursing
school's student council. She said
students were worried .about their
safety in the more remote lots. The
Hancock lot bas a security guard.
The lot was bought originally by
Humana •Inc:, which began. operating the hospital in 1983. Columbia
obtained it when it took -control of
Humana's hospital operations a coupie of years ago. Columbia leases it
to U of L for $2,405 a month.
On Jan. 5, Columbia gave U of L
the required 30 days' notice that it
was terminating the lease.
·
U of L bas expressed interest in
continuing to lease the lot, but Columbia has said that issue should be
part of a comprehensive agreement
on the hospital's transfer - an
agreement that probably isn't going
to happen.
Instead, details of 'the transfer
probably will be settled in Franklin
Circuit Court, where a judge is bearing a suit by the state and U of L
that accuses Columbia of refusing to ·
cooperate with a smooth transfer of
the hospital, a claim Columbia denies.
··
·

Staff Writer
Having been told by the University-of Louisville to turo over its hospita!, the world's largest for-profit hospital coml'any bas told U of L to
turo over its nearby parking lot.
That leaves hundreds of nursing,
medical and allied-health students
scrambling for a new place to park.
The students and other users of
the 391-space lot on Hancock Street
behind U of.L Hospital got the news
in letters that U of L put on their
windshields yesterday.
·
The lost parking spaces are the
latest fallout from the legal tiff between Columbia Healthcare Corp.
and the university, which are mired
in court about the hospital's impending change to a new operator.
The letters said Columbia, which
owns the lot, bad tenninated the
university's lease on it effective next
Tuesday - the swne day U of L is
ending Columbia's contract to run
the hospital.
..
"l'd say basically they (CQ(umbia)
are a little ticked off right now,"
said first-year medical student Brad
Collett, who parks in the lot.
.
However, Columbia said it was
not to blwne for the students' plight.
Company attorney Steven Riley said
Columbia bad offered to sell the lot,
but the university hadn't made an
offer. Neither side bas proposed a
price, he said.
·
''We're s t i l l ~ our options
as to the purchase of it, ' said U of L
spokesperson Randi Hansen.
Columbia spokesperson Taylor
Rice said the company w~'
ending
the lease because all legal greements between it and U of L were
ending that day. The state is teaninating Columbia's contract to run
·\
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Officials unsure what caused
meningitis
case
--

--

-

B Y S TEPHEN TRIMBLE
HERAll>-WO€R

Srm WRITER

University of Kentucky health offi.
cials are srruggling to uncover the cause
of the bacterial infection that killed a UK
freshman.
Jana Oliver, 19, of Lou1sville, died
shortly before 8 a.m. Wednesdav. The
cause of her rapid death was a bacterial
disease called meningococcal meningitis.
But doctors know this: no new cases
of the disease were reported by yesterday
afternoon.
"We're really not sure why (Oliver)
was singled out by this organism and in•
fected," said Spencer Turner. director of
university health services. "It's a single,
isolated case. We take it seriously because
it's a serious disease."
About 400 students. faculty and staff
have sought treatment at UK's health clin•
ic since Wednesday. Four students took
spinal taps to make sure they weren'tin•
fected with bacterial meningitis. which
Turner said inflames the membranes surrounding the spine and brain. All the tests
were negative.
The clinic also presoibed hundreds of
free doses of rifampin, an antibiotic drug
that destroys the bacteria that causes this
type of meningitis. The bacteria infected
Oliver and led to her death within 24
hours after she began to feel sick.
: UK health officials said that
Oliver's death was an isolated case.
and that only a tiny chance of dan·
ger remains.
· "This, by the way, is not an
epidemic," Turner said. "This is
not even an outbreak."
Dr. Rice Leach, commissioner
of the state's department for hea.lth
services, agreed.
"To have a case like this is not
good," Leach said, "but it's not un·
usual."
· He pointed to a case at a North•
em Kentucky day-care center two
years ago that killed an infant, and
another at a Jefferson County jail
last year that led to the rapid death
of an inmate.
Other recent examples at col•
leges:
■ A freshman girl at Eastern
Kentucky University was diag•
nosed with spinal meningitis in
September 1994. The girl did not
die.
■ Scott W. Hickey, 18, who
played basketball for Virginia Mili•
tary Institute, died Jan. 19 from the
relatively rare illness.
■ Craig Sherbinski, a sophomore lacrosse player at Ithaca College, died last May from meningococcal meningitis, acxxrding to the
June 9 issue of the Chronicle on
Higher Education.
• •";
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ln Fayette County, 12 people
have reported cases of bacterial
men_ingitis since 1994. said Annette
Castle. deputy commissioner for
primary care at the county's health
departmenL
Castle didn't know if any of
. those victims had died.
The disease is spread through
intimate contact, Turner said.
which means kissing, sneezing and
sharing food. The bacteria can live
within a person for up to 10 days
without the person becoming in•
ffcted, which is why UK health of•
ficials traced Oliver's footsteps up
to three clays before she died.
On Sunday, Oliver attended a
Super Bowl pany at the Sigma Pi
fraternity house.
: "She was just real outgoing,"
said Neal Thomas, Sigma Pi presi•
dent. She stayed there until after an
episode of "Friends" ended, said
her date, UK freshman Harry
Schneider.
.
, ;. The next clay she went to class·es, he said. as usual. In the evening,
she had dinner at her sorority
house and stayed for a sorority
meeting, said Tracy Burden, Sigma
Kappa sorority president
"When I was around her, I did•
n't think anything was going
wrong," Burden said "She was joking around after the meeting."
--Oliver left before 8:30 p.m.
Schneider said he visited her at her
Blanding Tower dorm room
around 11 p.m. She acted fine. he
said
Schneider didn't see her again
until about 4 p.m. the next day.
Oliver coughed a little, he said and
complained she had either a cold or
the flu.
She went to another sorority
dinner Tuesday evening, said Bur•
den, who also noticed Oliver was
coughing.

"She was about the same way
until 12 or 12:30 (a.m.)," Schneider
said. He stayed with her from 8
p.m. until the hall's curfew made
him go to his dorm room, one floor
beneath Oliver's, at midnight
THE COURIER.JOURNAL •
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But even when he left. Schnei•
der said she looked sicker. but real·
ly not that bad. Her coughing had
worsened a bit, and so had her
headaches.
Shortly before 3 a.m. Oliver
walked to the bathroom on her
floor. On the way back, she col•
lapsed in the hallway. Neighbors
asked Schneider to carry her to a
friend's car, and the friend then
took her to the hospital
"She could understand what
you were saying," Schneider said
"but she didn't talk a lot.•
Schneider left the emergency
room about 6 a.m., and was told
around 8 a.m. Oliver had died. He
later learned of the disease that
caused it
'
"The first time I had heard any•
thing about (the disease) was over
at the Sigma Kappa house," he
said. That was when UK doctors
and counselors explained the na•
ture of the diciease to the fraternity
members.
- -·
Schneider was one of the first
students to line up that evening for
the free antibiotics, he said.
Because of what the doctors
had said, Schneider said he wasn't
worried that he'd contract the dis•
ease. He just wanted to be careful.
"I think basically it got blown
out of propoction," said Thqmas.
Schneider's fraternity president.
"People were like, "Oh my God! I
rode in an elevatxr with her!"

•••

- Miss-Oliver is survived by her
father, Orson, who is president pf
the Bank of Louisville; her mother,
Kathy; and her sister, Elaine, all of
Louisville.
- I•
Funeral arrangements ~
scheduled for Feb. 4 at 7:30 p.udn
the hnmaculate Conception Cha~!
at Louisville's Sacred Heart Aca<ie=
my at 3115 Lexington Road. Tliiie
is no visitation.
.·:. • · ·~- . ~ Arrangements
being" rrfiae
by Pearson's Funeral Home. Contti·.
butions are suggested to the J,~
Oliver Fund in care of Sigma ~
' pa Sorority.
- . ,
:: ; :
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Program offers history lnt em·shlps
. CAMPBELLSVILLE. Ky. - Campbellsville College and the Penyville Enhancement Project have started an internship program.
Mary Breeding, the P.roject's director, said yesterday that students from the college s history department will participate in
research and help .~evelop walking tours of Hillcrest Cemetery,
among other activtties.
·
The Perryville Enhancement Project is an umbrella o~tion
whose members include the Penyville Battlefield Commission, the
Kentucky Heritage Council. the Perryville Battlefield Preservation
Association, the Kentucky Department of Parks, the city of Perryville, Boyle County and the National Park Service.
.. ; , • . ,,, ,<.,
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a 30-m ile radius of a commun ity college without getting
permission from that school.
Magoffin a nd Pike county
schools a re within the area
served by · Prestansburg Com~un ity College, Mason County
1s ser ved by Maysville Communi ty College.
By MADELYNN COLDIRON
Prestonsburg Community
0F T HE DAJLY INDEPENDENT
Colle ge President Debo rah
Floyd, who said she learned of
MOREHEAD - The Univer - .
the MSU pla ns only indirectly
sity of Kentucky's Communit y
and nearly after the fact. regisCollege System is a cc using
tered a formal objection in a
Morehead State University of
Jan . 17 letter to Gary Cox. exh igh-tech trespassing by teleecutive director of the council.
vising undergraduate courses
"To the best of my knowlin areas served by the twoedge, I still have not been notiyear colleges.
fied by Morehead State Uni•
The turf battle surfaced last
versity," Floyd said last week.
month, about ~he same time
Floyd said she d idn't want
Gov. Paul Patton was calling
t he high schools to be confor an end to such squabbling
fused a bout who they should
among the state's colleges.
be working with in teaching
At issue are undergraduate
dual credit courses. It's also
calculus and English composicheaper for students to take
tion courses be ing taught by
the courses through a cominteractive television th is semuni ty college, she said.
mester from MSU to high
Dr. Ben Carr. chancellor of
school students in Mason and
the UK Comm unity College
Magoffin counties. The univerSystem. a lso protested to Cox.
sity also offered the courses to
saying he was "deeply constudents at Pike Central High
cerned and disappointed" by
School, but had no takers.
MSU's action. He questioned
The video link is provided
why he was not notified by
by the federally funded KenPhilley until just before the
tucky_ TeleLlnk ing Ne twork,
first da y of class.
which will event ually connect
Philley said the dual credit
pub lic and privat e ins titucourses were not envisioned
tio ns. schools and governuntil late fall. after the class
ments. MSU plans to use the
schedule had been developed.
system primarily to beam
He acknowledged MSU's Jan. 4
upper level and graduate classnotice a bout ~h~ project to the
e s to its extended campus
council was belated.
siteS', said Dr. J ohn Philley, exMagoffin County school ofecutive vice president for acaficials approached MSU about
demic affairs.
the video classes, he said.
· The network also made ii
After that. MSU decided to
more feasible for the univer, work through a SO-County edus ity to offer classes for dual
cation consortium, the Kencredlt - high school and coltucky Educational Developlege - to high school students.
ment Corp., to offer the coursPhilley said.
es. The high school students
But state Council on Higher
who are taking t he underEducation ru.les say four-year
graduate courses pay their tuI
universities can't offer underition to the consortium. which
graduate level courses within
then pays MSU. About two
dozen students are involved.

UK, MSU
at odds
over TV
courses

- - -
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Floyd wouldn 't say whether
she c onsidered the consortium's involvement an attempt
by MSU to skirt the rules.
Despite the protests. Morehead State has been allowed to
co ntinue the controversial
video instruct ion because
Council on Higher Education
staff decided there were special circumstances.
MSU's courses are d'ei.iveredthrough the video network on
a regional basis, linking stu-·
dents on campus with those at
~e high ~chools 1U1.d other
sites.
- ·· -11- 7
.
"Such a regiorutl app;oach
transcends a n y one community college," Cox wrote in
a Jan. 25 letter to Carr, Floyd
and MSU President Ronald Eaglin.
.:L .
The university- iuao is designated· a hub for the network,
he added.
~ • ,
Cox did chastise the Institutions for " failure to communicate in an open and timely manner," and urged them to
work together.
• ...-~, .- -..
'Cst'r said h e doesn't agree
with the council's decision,
but a ccepts it.
\
.
"I still think that it could 6e
handled better by working
with us rather than offering
the courses in the same counties where a community college is offering courses." he
said .
"l
In.an interview, Cox-~id th~ ·
council will be revising its policies to take into account "distance learning technologies."
He said he doesn't know what
· form the revisions will take,
but the aim is to prevent fut ure territorial dustups between universities and· community colleges.
· •
Philley, meanwhile, said he
doesn' t want MSU to be at
odds with the -community college SY.Stem. If the unlyersity
continues to offer dual credit
courses through the new network, "we would try to negotiate different arrangements
than we · did this time, " he
said.

Links require univer~~ties to cooperate
Iowa now has 103 sites with interac- articulating that and answering all the littive television hookups, and plans to in- tie questions."
Distance learning meant that the Uni- crease that number to 500 by 1998, said
· Iowa has had some cases like the University of Iowa was able !o beam one cf \lichael Simonson, coordinator of the Iowa versity of Iowa's foray in Iowa State's
its classes to a high school m Ames, pan project
hometown. Simonson said. But so far. no
\\--ay across the state.
Mid like Kentuck~ it's looking at major battles or competing degree proTrouble was. Iowa State University is ways to help universities cooperate in- grams have happened, he said.
in Ames. It offered the course, too.
• stead of compete, in a world where geoSimonson said he thinks that universiWhen it comes to issues involving graphic turf distinctions lose their mean- ties will cooperate because they'll have a
higher education and d istance learning, ing.
better market position in teams than they
Iowa is still working out many of the
"Universities are going to have to face would if they try to go it alone:
same questions that Kentucky faces.
.up, or get left behind," said Simonson.
~We:.ve talked about cooperation for
- Iowa was the Mt state to get the fed- who is also a professor at Iowa State. years, but with residential students on
era! Star Schools grant, which is the pro- ' "The· -'SOlunon will . be that. instead of ,campus, we haven't really had to do it,• be
gram that is financing the bulk of Ken- . everyone offering an; MBA. you'll offer said. "Now the technology _is making the
tudcy's interactive television network.
·- ·joint degrees. The problems will be with·· colla1:>oration happen much more quickly.•
BY ANGIE MUHS

HERAU>-I..EAD£R EDUCATION WRITER
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Universities go~g high~tech
to take classes to .students
BY ANGIE MUHS
HERALD-lEADER Eo1JCAnoN WRITER

RICHMOND - Randy Johnson is staring
down a 4-inch camera lens. sitting alone in a
darkened studio and leading students he'~
never seen in a heated discussion about capt•
ta! punishment ·
.
.
There are no ivy-covered walls m this
hall of academia, unless you count the fa_ke
plaster pillars and the amficial pot of ivy that flank the
Eastern Kentucky University seal. There isn't even a
chalkboard.
There's just Johnson
and the technology that
beams his lecture on prisons up to a sateliite and
back down to students sit- - - - - ting in six classrooms from
On the Net Danville to Manchester.
Johnson's class is one of
For really long
a growing number of higher
distance learning, you can take education courses being ofcollege courses fered through "distance
ov8[ the Internet. learning" - a tenn for an
The'lntemet Uni- array of high-tech methods
that many think will change
versityhttp://www.caso almost every facet of higher
.com-lists
education. (It is already
more than 700
widely used by many high
on-tine courses.
schools).
"The only thing I can
·
compare it to is the availability of the telephone," said Viola Miller, a
fonner dean at Murray. State University. "It's
that significant"
.
But the changing technologies also mean
that Kentucky must re-examine everything
froni h0w it ·coordinates who offers wha~
, courses and where they're offered to how it
decides how much money schools should

But that's· not the only way to teach
courses electronically. Kentucky universi•
ties had already been delivering "telecoursesn by satellite for several years._ That
arrangement, which Johnson uses, allows
students at multiple sites to see the broad•
Icast The teacher_ can't see _them, but there
is a two-way audio connectton.

Out-of-state options
· Kentucky colleges ai:e far from ~
the only ones scrambling to offer distance learning classes by satellite or
interactive television.
~--~... · ·
And they probably won't be the onli
ones trying to offer-such courses in Kei
lucky. They might end up competing
with:out-of-state universities, too. ·
Because of free trade statures, there
isn't much the Council on !ligh,r Educ
tion can do to restrict offerings from
wtlversities from other states, said Gar:
Cox. the council's executive director.
;~·-,Two coalitions that broker electnini,
already touch Kentucky, ;'.
· The University of Ke11tucky con-· ·
tributes some engineering CQuises to ·
National Technological Unlversity of ,
Fait Collins, Colo.ltallows students to
:fun masla's degrees by taking video
friiin NTU,"which is acaedited
·by-the Commission"' Institutions of .

Satellite delivery, too, is poised to expand. Kentucky Educational Television
now has two channels for distance learning.. A new contract that takes effect in
June will give it three, sai~ Mike C)ark,
KET's director of programmmg operations.
When the Council on Higher Education
surveyed universities about the number of
courses they offer through distanc~ l~ing, it found that the number had tripled m
the last two years.
_.
""This thing is reaJii going to explcxie,"
said Larry Fowler, the council's director for
special programs.

murses

oourses

A way to save money

. ·. · •· ·•· ··
1rS· becoming increasingly common for Higber•Ed~tlQf£r:I,.;~.~~ ,,,~-•f:;.\!f:~i
,-: Mind Emnsiiin.On~ity, which·
students to even be able to finish a degree
program by taking the ll)ajority of their
offers televised degree programs from
,ao colleges via1;ittllitii,'isavailable on
classes through distance learning..
"C!ble television in'Danville, HarrodsThe University of Kentucky, for in•
.burg, Owensboro,~~ ~y-_
stance, offers an education doctoral degree
jield, Henderailn anlH.!urray;said . _
through interactive television.
.
°Jipokeswoman Tracy lfollingsworlh. ·
Another program. run by PBS, allows
'-"?-Students adually,deal with·grades
students _to earn a~ost all the credits for
and tuition lhriiiig), tinivernity that
·offers the program.she said. Mind
an assocrate degree through co~ televised by satellite. Five UK commumty colllxtension acts as ~:broker to•provide
~es - Ashland, Prestonsburg, Pad_ucah,
books and arraJiii!, frii exams or any lab
Madisonville and Southeast - and_ Westem Kentuc~y- Univ:ersity's commumty college all participate m that program.
In addition, more and more colleges are 1 'It's my only po&Slblllty'
get
.
__
· _. offering programs that could be comple!ed
. •. . _ ···•"· , __ .•
:tit begins to challenge all your ..trad1- over the Inter:iet TV!o na~onal com~es, 1 Still. many students say they were i
tional fonnats,n said Gary Cox, the execu- Mind Extensmn Umvers1ty and National
tially nervous about signing up for an el
tive director of the Council on Higher Edu- Technological University, also broker o_ther i tronic _class. ~ut mqst said they had no o·
cation.'
. ..; .
universities' degree programs electromcaler chmce.
~ :,4~ I II kl g N8 tw k
ly.
.
Nancy Waldrop !)ad enrolled in a l
,e e n . n
or
Proponents of distance learning - and . doctoral program when she lived in Frar
· Distance learning is coming to the fore- there are many of them - see the n~w ; fort. But then she got married. moved
front of higher education discussions now technology as a way to spread opportumty
Paducah and figured she'd never earn t
for several reasons.
to those who otherwise might not have ac•
degree.
•: .• : ~ -;-•.· .
Gov. Paul Patton has 'touted it as a way cess to higher education.
Tofil she h~-~t TJK•s doctoral pr
to make colleges more efficient and still let
For instance, if three pcopl~ in a remote
gram would be offered in PaducaQ. throui
them reach out to serve older students who locati0n Wclnted to take a certairi course,
interactive televisi0ri. She was skeptic:
don't live near a university.
universities would say no because it wouldbut she signed up.• :
The state ·of Kentucky also is getting n't be worth the money to send a professor
." ~:thollght" thatthls·:~octorate might n
more technology to make distance learning there.
.
.
..
...; . be as meaningful as one you'd get in p<:
possible.
.
. . ·;;! : ·
But if seveial ·other spots also have a
son," she said. "'But I thought, it's my on
It's now in the second year of a federal handful of people who want the same class,
possibility, ro rn take it"
grant that has provided a total of $8 mil- the university can combine those groups
But Waldrop, who is now working c
lion to help set up a network of interactive and use technology to teach the course siher dissertation, said ~he was pleasant
television sites, known as the Kentucky multaneously in different sites.
:"itr •. surprised.
• · ··• ... ·: · · · · ·
Telelinking Network.
·
It's also a way to save money and time,
"[ don't see how we could ~~e had ar,
The state and local governments also by cutting down on driving time.
1 more faculty support if We'd been on can
have kicked in another $8 million for the ef. At Eastern, Ken Nelson, the acting di•
pus," she said. "Once you got past it, yo
fort
rector of extended programs, uses the netdidn't even think atiout it anymofe"
· Kentucky already had about 17 su,h work to hold weekly meetings with coordiBob Johnson, who was KTIN's proje,
sites before it got the federal grant, said nators at extended campus centers.
. director during the first year of the gran
· Karen "Sam" Miller, KTLN's project coordiThe sy_stem also gets used to ~!flit
has a dual perspective on distance Ieamin1
nator. It used the grant to set up 47 more seminars about financial aid and adVIsmg. He also is working on a doctorate•in th
sites, and hopes to complete at least 45 to students.at the centers, _h_e safcl,. .,-e,..';, .t...;. UK program
more this ytaf, she said.
I •
c:ari ·:cca·ii;'pii;h 'moie in,.that orie
Even Johnson says that in a· .perfe<
Interactive television, ;,!so referred to ~ hour than we can.in two weeks of phoning world, be would have rather attended a liv
compressed video, uses ·special phone and driving,• NelsoO. said. "You just.can't
hookups to transmit video and sound. A imagin!'_!low tlseful _it is."
......... .._ ........ ,_ , __
teacher in one classroom, for instance, can
see and hear students across the state al-
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The spiders' webs

Dt$TANce t..1: 111w,rJc,,

c~,,q

class. But for him and hundreds of other

students, it just isn't an option, he said.
"There's something \"ery comforting
and fuzzy and warm about having your
teacher in the classroom," he said. "But I

feel like I'm still getting just as good of an
education."

Not Just talking heads
Some faculty groups natiollally have
questioned whether students can~ get
enough interaction with their teacher
through a distance learning class.

But electronic courses can work well.
although an instructor has to change teaching methods, said several Kentucky professors who have taught by distance learning.
· "You really have to be awake for this,"
said Austin Cantor, an associate professor
of poultry nutrition at UK. "It's not just going to the old chalkboard and scribbling

something."
Cantor, who used interactive-television,
taught a class· that went to Western and
Paducah. He also had eight students who
worked in a poultry farm in Monticello and
received the classes on videotape.
To keep students interested, Cantor
said he used videos, handouts and slides.
He also made it a point to call on students
a lot
.
(Students are not left completely alone.
Most of the classes have an assistant on
site who hands out assignments and monitors the equipment as well-as test taking.)
Johnson, the EKU professor, said he
also had to come up with new ways to run
his satellite class since he can't see the stu-

dents.
"We can't just do a talking head," he

said. "l probably spend three times as long
preparing for this class as l would for a tra-.

The major question Kentucky faces involves coordination of what universities of•
fer electronically to prevent unnecessary
duplication.
It's unlikely - because of Kentucky's
past problems in that area - that the
Council on Higher Education would favor a
free-market approach that would let universities offer courses wherever they could
find students, Cox said.
"Historically, we've looked at institutions• activity in terms of geographic territory," he said. "But when you look at these
programs, that makes less sense."
Gov. Patton, in a speech to the council
last month, suggested that he sees universities teaming up to contribute courses to a
common degree. For example, if three
schools had geology programs, each could
. use distance learning to offer part of the

curriculum, he said.
Some of that is already happening.
Murray State University and the University of Louisville, which both have master's
of business aaministration programs, each
sent the other one course through distance

learning.
That might be the only way that universities can prosper with distance learning, especially as private enterprise gfts involved, said Mike Simonson, coordinator of
the distance learning network in Iowa, the

fust state to· get the federal grant Kentucky
is using for its interactive television network.

•..,.. ,~.-- ~-·-_-,;

.

·

"What may emerge w6uld be the academic equivalent of athletic alliances," Simonson said. "It's the only solution. H universities try to go it alone, their market share

would be eroded away."
In Kentucky, the univeISities al~ must

Types of technology
Distance learning primarily involves
three types of technology:
■ Interactive television: This techno

ogy, which is part of the Kentucky
Tele!inking Network, uses compressed
video that runs along special phone line
to set up a two-W3y connection. The
advantage is 'that P<Qple at both sites
\can see and hear each other. However,
the technology is expensive. Equipping
classroom costs about $100,000,
although that figure is expected to drop
It CXlSts about $665 each month for
unlimited aca,ss to the phone line.
,:· ■ Satellite a,urses: This technology
uses KET to transmit a course via televi
sioil from one location to remote sites.
One main advantage is that it can be
used to reach numerous locations simul·
taneously. Students also can tape the
classes to view later OI' for review. However, it only allOws tor· one-way video,
meaning that the instructor can't see the
students at remote ldcations. There is a
two-way audio, though, but it has about
a second delay in voice transmissions.
•• I ■ Videotape delivery: This is the
;mast basic form,.oh!istance learning
delivery: The instructor"s class is simply
videotaped and se.nt to students. The.pri
mary advantage is that thet£<:tinology i,
cheap. It's also convenient for students,
.who can watch theiapes wheneve, they
; ~ fun; But the.lark of jjitefai:tivity
ineans'it's·suit..i 1n·a'liinitell1'ange-0f' ·
classes. The instruttor usually also has ·
•.lo'amu,ge a separate'session withstu-:
· dents f'!f qu~~;:--~;;.;;;_;~~-; :-. _ ...

•' •

.• ·m,!!.~,•-~1.;•.:,t~EMUw.!

... __"!,,~. -~:> ~•i:,,:...:.,M•:~

figure out how to integrate their existing
efforts into the statewide network as it
grows, said Dan Reedy, dean of the UK

Graduate School.
"It's kind of like .;.ch spider has made a
web, and now all those webs .ate going to
be connectedt he Slid.
The Sunday Independent, Ashland, Kentuc'iiy;-Tet>rua,y 4,1996
· •

ditional one."

,

Large stat¢ ~niversities
plan refOCUS ··campaigns
: UniversitY of ·Pennsylvania,
•,· most major state universities
are entering the 21st century
, faced with dramatic reductions
· in ·state f"mancial aid to educa-

Penn State Presiderit Graham Spanier agreed with Gee's
observations:
i~_::;,-r,.--...·:

mission to determine if the nation's largest universities
should be centers of research
for prominent faculty or institutions devoted to educating

tion and a rising cost.of tuition that makes it lncreas-

grant and public universities.
The universities l_ike Penn

!rigly difficult for iniddle-diiss

State have always had three

large numbers of undergraduates will be headed up by E.
Gordon Gee. Ohio Stale Uni•

torn between trying to provide.

By JACK TORRY

THE TOLEDO 81AOE

WASHINGTON -

A com-

versity president.
Gee said Monday that "high·
er education is under tremendous strain" and that major institutions are in the "process
of reinventing ourselves .._. We
need to r·elook at who we.
what we are, what we're doing,
and how we can do it better."

are,

SpecificallY, the- panel will
tackle the hot-button issue of
tenure for . faculty members

and whether tenure should be
tied to sophisticated research
oc on the ability. to teach undergraduates effectively;
.·
Unllke private .Institutions,
such as Hl!l"V81"d..cYale, and the

families to afford college.

Many state institutions are
a quality education for young
undergraduates or focusing on
research programs that enhance the prestige of the fac-

ulty. Critics complain that
many professors are able to

Ichurn out research papers but
unable to· effectively teach
young students.
"Right now, we have a fig-

ment of our Imagination that
· says that faculty members can
Ibe. really,.good at teaching, re-

allY. good 'at ·resea'rch, and re-

ally good at service, arid that
everyone can be 8. 'triple

threat.'' "Gt!!, sald."c''Th:e, truth
of'lhe matter Is that not every:
oi,e·can be a trll!le ~.!-7 -~ r:

"We're taking a fundamental
look at the mission of land

missions of teaching,' research,

and outreach, and a key Issue
of the 21st century is the balance among these three missions."___ _ _ _ . ----· ~ -

-
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$14 million UK gift a

chall~nge to spend
Furst said he hopes that the
changes will push UK into the top

BY ANGIE MUHS
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER

Richard Furst has a $14 million
responsibility that he knows other
university administrators probably
would envy.
Furs~ the dean of the University of Kentucky's College of Business and Economics, is overseeing
how the college spends a $14 million donation it received last summer from C. M. "Bill" Gatton, an
auto dealer and businessman.
One decision was easy: UK has
already renamed the college the
"Carol Martin Gatton College of
Business and

Economics."

Its

building also has been renamed.
The college is now in the midst
of interviewing candidates for three
new professorships that the gift
will endow. It also last month hired
a new career services director for

its undergraduate students.
Other changes involve daily
work, like having the money to provide training for staff members
when they got new software, instead of asking them to figure it

out themselves..
But officials haven't rushed to
spend the money because they

wanted to make sure they knew
what they wanted, Furst said.
."A gift of this siZ<\ just underscores the fiduciary responsibility
that comes with it," Furst said. "It
isn't all fun and games."
Gallon's gi/4 the largest ever
made to UK by an individual, will
come to the coi\!!ge over the next
five to seven years.
It will go into endowments,
with the investment income financing ongoing programs. Gatton had
specifically told UK officials that
he wanted them to spend his money on programs and people, and
not on new buildinm;.
Gatton was traveling on business last week and could not be
reached.
1
So far, the. biggest change
would be the addition of three new
endowed chair positions, Furst

said.
·
··
UK typically requires a commitment of $1 million for an endowed position, which generally
carries more prestige and often research support. The three new positions would be in the areas of

leadership, finance and manufacturing systems.

·

"These would be the superstars
in their fields," Furst said.
It also is trying to decide how
many more endowed faculty positions it can support, but may end
up establishing three to five more,
for a total of six to eight
By comparison, the entire college only had two endowed positions before Gatton's gift
..l'he college probably will also
set up undergraduate scholarships.
Those . would include some set
aside each year for a transfer stu-

dent from each of UK's 14 community colleges, Furst said.

50 among rankings of business

programs.
"I think we'll be in the top 50.
We damn well better be." he said.
"We're so close. but we can't quite
get over the hump. We think Mr.
Gatton's gift will get us over the
hump."
Jean Cooper, an associate professor in the school of accountancy,
said she thinks the planning
process that followed the gift also
helped faculty members from different areas better understand each
other. ·
"It's given us an opportunity to
come together, to set the priorities,"
she said. "You could have done
that process anyway, but without
the money, I don't know how you
could have implemented the results."
Furst said that college officials
had been talking to .Gatton for
about three years about ideas to
improve the college.
·
At a board meeting of the college's Business Partnership Foundation, Furst had told the group which included Gatton - that he
thought the college had started to
level off instead of making
progress.
To get back any momentum,
the college needed a major donation that would give it a shot in the
arm, Furst told the board.
"I.guess Mr. Gatton began to
think about it then," he said. "People don't just walk in off the street
and say, 'I want to give you $14
million.'"
The Daily Independent, Ashland, ~ntucky, _ Saturday, Februa_,y_ 3, 1996

Here we go again!
Here we go again! Two that Owensboro is in its serstate universities are in- vice area, but there is somevolved in yet another turf thing to be said for "squatbattle over programs.
ters' rights." Why should one
This time it is Western state university close an exKentucky State University isting program in_a city In
and Murray State University order for another state unisparring over a master's pro- versity to start an identical
gram in business admin- program? It seems to us that
istration in Owensboro.
the time for Western to obWKU is planning to start ject to Murray's program
an MBA program at its was when MSU first decided
Owensboro extended campus. to offer an MBA in Owensboro.
,, ·
However, Murray already is
Western and Murray ofoffering an MBA program In fic!als should listen to reason
Owensboro.
·
_ and the warnings of Gov.
Western officials claim Paul Patton about university
Owensboro is in its service turf battles _. and reach a
area; therefore, the Murray· quick settlement concerning
program
have to gQ; the MBA prog,rams in
Murray officials ,counter that Owensboro. The more state
they started the master's pro- universities wage embarrassgram in Owensboro to meet · ing battles over turf, the closa need and, therefore, should er· they come to causing the
be allowed to continue it.
creation. of· one· powerful
Who~s ~r,!_gll,t .h~re~ W.fll,,, , §Ri!e. bo~ to govern higher
W~ern fs·rtght 1n··say1ng _educationlnKentucky~.., -w

will

,
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Virginia may let
Kentuckians pay
in-state tuition
And since roads through much of the
· - ·area are poor, drives to both schools
can be long and arduous.
She moved off the campus of
Hilda Ann Craft Bums, 36, attends

By GARDINER HARRIS

Staff Writer

·

Clinch Valley College in Wise. Va.,

Clinch Valley because it's possibly the

this year to save mone,y; but a bill be- only college where she can get a
fore the Vuginia legislature would bachelor's degree while still taking ·

save· Deidre Renee Kyle, a native of care of her family. She could have atHarlan County,· Ky., even more.
tended Pikeville College in Pike
The bill would let up to 100 Eastern County or Alice Lloyd College. in
Kentuckians pay in-state tuition - Pippa Passes in Knott County, both
saving them more than $2,000 a year private institutions, but both entail
- if they live within 50 air miles of more difficult drives than the one to
the school. The arrangement would Wise.
.
·· · :. ··
affect pans of Bell, Breathitt, Floyd, . Bums said she stayed at home 10
~ Johnson, Knott. Leslie, care for her two sons, but now that
I.etcher, Martin, Pei'ry and Pike coun•··· •they-are teens, they need her less and
ties.
.
less, She decided to go back to work,
College officials hope the new rates but no one would hire her, she said.
will slow a long slide in the number of So she decided to go back to school.

Kentuckians who attend the college, She hopes to bemme an elementary
which is just over the border from school teacher.
.
I.etcher County, And Kentuckians like

Bums has earned a scholarship

Kyle. who attend the ~liege are ec-.. that helps pay some of her tuition, but

static about the potential savings.
she said lower rates may help others.
"I think it'd be•!!'""~" said Kyle,
Clinch Valley Chancellor I. Jay

who hasn't lived m Vuginia long Lemons said the lower rates are im-

enougb to qualify for in-state tuition. ponent because political boundaries
"rm paying twice what everybody m the area are arl>itrmy.
.• ·
else here pays."
...
. ..... ·' • "Geography draws the .people of
She is majoring in business admin- Western Virginia and Eastern Kenistrati.on and doesn't yet have any tucky together," Lemons said. So
plans after she graduates in Decem- does shopping, he said, since Eastern
her. She attended Southeast Com.mu- Kentuckians buy a third of the goods
nity College in Harlan County for two sold in WISe County.
yea,s before transferring to Clinch.
Clinch Valley Colle~ is the only
Valley. She and 18 other Eastem Ken- branch of the University of Virginia.
tuckians are now ·charged $3,762 a A similar bill passed last year let Ten-

year in tuition and fees before any nessee·students attend Vuginia Highscholarships are counted. The propos- lands Community College in -Abingal would drop that to $1,600,
••
don at in-state rates,
,
·
Students from Letcher County.and
Honey Melissa Anderson, 22, said
nearby areas have few choices iI they she wished the Clinch Valley bill had
want to stay home and get a bache- been passed last year. Anderson, an

Ior's degree. Morehead State·· and accounting major who ·uves in BurEastern Kentucky are the closest

dine, in I.etcher County, will graduate

state-supported four-year colleges, this year. "It just comes a little too
but both are about 130 air. miles awar, late for·me,'' she said:
-
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Health costs· worry Unjyersity"chiefs _ _as~ for
college presidents more tha11 P8:tton budgeted
By MARK R. CHELLGREN .
Associated Press
· ·.. '

BY ANGIE MUHS
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WR.ITER

. FRANKFORT - The state's universi\y presidents
yesterday said they were thankfut for Gov.. Paul Patton's proposed 4 percent budget increase - but then
quickly listed a score of financial demands that they
said would eat up the new money. . ·
Among them, presidents said, were health~e expenses, especially if the universities ~re reqmred to
join the state's new health insurance alhance.
It would cost the University of Kentucky an extra
$7.5 million each year in employee insu.-ance premiums under the alliance, said President Charles T.
Wethington Jr.
.
' ' ·/2., ..
That would mean that employees would be asked to
pay niore for their coverage, Wethington said. _UK now
pays the employee's health insurance pr~ium, ~e said.
"We just would not be a!:ile to contmue paymg for
the entire cost of health care," he said.
.. .
Wethington and several other presidents said they
also feared that employees with lower salaries might
not be able to afford insurance 'for their fainilies. · ··
"The type of coverage we'll have far:inost of.our
lower-paid employees is prayer," said Morehead State
University President Ronald Eaglin, who said joining
the alliance would cost $450,000 more each year. "I
don't think that's what we want."
.
During the three-hour budget committee hearing,
presidents also said their canipus~ needed item_s i:anging from high technology to reparrs to older buildmgs.
. Several also said that, while they appreciated Patton's budget proposal, they also feared that years of
cuts had hurt them. .
"We hear the same words year after. year, 'Eat it,' "
said Kentucky State University President Mary L.
Smith. "And of course, we do and we have indigestion."
Representatives from Northern Kentucky University also lobbied the committee to find money for a $35
million science building that ilidn't make Patton's list
of building projects.
-. · ·
Leon Boothe, NKU's president, told the committee
that one biochemistry professor's "lab" is a 250square-foot converted·storage room. The college has
never had a true science building, he said.
"It's getting to be more and more of an insurmountable obstacle," he said..
0

_

FRANKFORT, Ky. ..::: Ii has alinost
become a tradition in the General Assembly: A. ~ernor recommends a
budget for higher education, and.university . presidents scramble to· ask
lawmakers for more. . ,. c;-;; ; ,
The chorus struck up again yesterday as the eight university presidents
came one by one before the .House
· Budget Review Subcommittee on
Education to tell of their. needs for
more money and the consequences of
. going without it. . ,., . - ,.,!. ,., ,
"We beg and plead for this.state to
make the mvestment in higher educa1 tiorithat-·will surely' pay for"itseif
mally times.over," said Western Ken•
tucky .University President Thomas
-~.e~~~~(;f.,.,;.':'f ~:'';

;r;; r~?:~:.~::

Patton has-recommended a 3.5 percent • increase in• higher education ,
funding for the fiscal year that begins ·
July 1, 1996 ~ a total of $769 million..
The. Council·- on· Higher· Education
wanted $805-million. ,
.
_
'Patton 'aisci has saiil he inteiicis to
find savings _elsewhere in state government in the coming year and have
the legislature back next year to reconsitfer the higher-education budget
and provide more money. But the
•governor has premised that on the
I. universities stopping their turf battles
'

,,. -~

and .finding. b;tter ·ways'" to dell~r
their product,
·
, The presidents. all .. endorsed Patton's proposal, · especially the_ part
' about their getting more money. They
were more vague on how they can do
their jobs better•. Several. mentioned
the use of technology. · · ..: . . :
"Al this tiine,- it's still an expensive
proposition," said Eastern Kentucky
University President Hanly Funderburk.
· : . · • .,:-;.
The needs varied.
. ..
Northern

Kentud~; - University.

President Leon Boothe emphasized a
$35 million science building that Patton hadn't-recommended.
· •· -,
·· Funderburk talked '· about · more
classroom space .. · ·,,;:cc- L.e:,.,;,,
Kentucky State ~Unive~iiy Presi. dent Mary Smith said state employees
will get 5 percent raises, liul'her emt,loyees in 'Frankfort·will·'·not. "We
hear the same wol'ds·year after year,
and'they are, 'Eat it.' And we do, and
we have •indigestion,'~
Smith said. - •.
.
~- """•,.t- ..... ·
Murray Staie President.Kem Alexander complained about the hazards
of old buildings and,.said the way
money is apportioned'is ~J,lt'air. . ,
University of Louisville. President
John Shumaker said it will ·take
$5 million a year "hi perpetuity" fo
keep up with c_hanging __te,;hnology..
"We could always use·more money,
of course," he said; -"I ·don't know of
, _any 11~versity that could not,"
~
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:of b~ckerihg
U of L one-upped
in parking dispute
By PATRICK HOWINGTON
Staff Writer
.·1•' -

Portrayed as a grinch by the University of Louisville in a dispute over
a student parking lot, Columbia/HCA
Healthcare Corp. turned the -tables
, yesterday by playing Santa.
·
Last week, the parking spaces used
by · nursing and medical students
seemed to be casualties of the legal
spat between Columbia and U of L,
which has named a new firm to replace Columbia as operator of its
downtown hospital.
·
U of L placed memos on the students' windshields, telling them they
would have to vacate the lot because
Columbia, which owns it, had canceled the university's lease.
. But yesterday, Columbia left its
own windshield memo, invitin!( users
of the 391-space lot behind Umversity
of Louisville Hospital to keep parking
there - for free.
..-, ·•'""'•'' ,

1~

"We don't want to ,inconvP.nience
' any U of L student and'hope that you
will be our guest"in· the lot until the
end of the semester,"· wrote Bill
Mabry, acting chief operating officer
of the hospital.
· ·
Mabry suggested the problem was
caused because U of L took so long to
tell SV..!dents the lease was ending.
In his memo, he noted that Cofumbia had notified U of L on· Jan. 5 that
it· was terminating the lease - and
that Columbia was "somewhat surprised that the University waited until
January 31 to notify you.''
..
U of L spokeswoman Randi Hansen ·
said parking patrons weren't notified
i until Jan. 31 because it took weeks for
universitr officials to identify alternative parking places and have them approved by a committee.
.U of L found some options, but
most would have cost.students more.
Columbia is terminating U of L's
lease on the parkint: lot at midnight tonight - the same time that U of L will
terminate Columbia's lease on the
hospital and its contract to operate it.
A new operator, University Medical
Center Inc., takes over at midnight.
Columbia lost the right to run the
hospital because it moved its headquarters to Nashville, Tenn.
The impending changeover is ·the
subject of a pendinglawsuit in which
U.of L contends that Columbia hasn't
cooperated in a smooth transfer. Columbia has ~snied that.

I

.
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Bill to be offered
1to separate UK from
·community colleges
,

BY ANGIE MUHS
HERALtrlEADER EDUCATION WRITER

FRANKFORT - The chairman of the House education committee is poised to introduce a sweeping bill
that would separate the state's community colleges
from the University of Kentucky and merge them with
the Kentucky Tech vocational-school system.
Rep. Freed Curd's proposal, the latest twist in a
long debate about post-secondary education, is likely
to lead to a fierce political battle. UK is vehemently opposed to the idea of separating the community colleges.
·
Curd - who had been rumored to be considering
such a bill for several months - said yesterday that
he had sent his proposal to the Legislative Research
Commission to have the bill's fonnal language drafted.
The bill should be fonnally introduced in the next
:two or three days, he said.
.
"The main advantage of the bill
is that you get business, labor, votech and community colleges working together at the local level," said
Curd, D-Murray. "This will give
both systems some freedom, which
I think they need."
But UK President Charles T.
Wethington Jr. yesterday called
such a plan "a very serious threat
to the community colleges."
"Any bill that would separate
the community colleges from the
University of Kentucky is designed
to do great harm to the community
' collegest Wethington said. "In my
opinion, they will be irreparably
harmed if such a separation is allowed to take place."
Rodney "Biz" Cain, the secretary of the workforce development
cabinet, said he also wanted to see
how Gov. Paul Patton would view
the plan. Cain said that he and Patton met last week with Curd.
"The governor said to both of
us, 'I'd like to wait a few ye.ars ai."ld
study this,"' Caii:t said.
Curd's proposal calls for setting
up a state.board that would oversee
both systems. There would also be
14 local governing boards that
would have broad powers over the
daily operations of the community
college and vocational schools in
their region.
The statewide board would not
fall under the Council on Higher
Education. ·
Curd said he did not yet have
any co-sponsors for the bill..But he
said he thought many other lawmakers would be interested.
"I · feel like I've got a pretty
good chance, or I wouldn't be filing
it and taking all the hits I know I'm
going to take for it," he said.
Curd washeavily involved in a
controversy last year between UK
and Murray State University over
who would offer ·engineering programs in Paducah.
·1

Yesterday, Wethington questioned Curd's motivations for his
proposal.
•·[ think everybody knows
where Rep. Curd is coming from,"
1
Wethington said. "There is a pretty
general belief about the interests
and intents of Rep. Curd."
Wethington said his comments
were not related to the engineering
school issue. -He declined to further
elaborate on his remarks.
Curd denied in an interview
that he had been motivated by •
Murray's dispute with UK.
"That has .nothing to do with
this," he said. "I assumed it would
I be said, but this is not a part of it."
· The idea of merging the 14
community colleges and Kentucky
Tech has been under discussion for
years, but has picked up steam reI cently
because of concerns about
possible unnecessary duplication
and the ability of students to transfer between systems.
I UK has 14 community colleges,
'which offer both transfer programs
and more technical, two-year programs that are primarily career-oriented. Their third mission calls for
them to offer training classes to local businesses' workers. The community colleges received $76. million in state funding in 1995-96.
Kentucky Tech; which is under
the state Workforce Development
Cabinet, operates post-secondary
technical schools that offer. vocational training after high· school.
Those post-secondary schools,
which also offer training classes for
workers at local industries, got
more than . $41 million from the
state in 1995-96.
Some have questioned whether
the missions of offering post-secondary technical education overlap,
They also point out that no one has
authority over both systems.
A task force, headed by House
1 Speaker Jody Richards and Senate
• President John "Eck" Rose, tackled
the issue last year as part of an.
overall examination of higlier edu' cation.
The- task force's final report
called for a merger. But at its last
meeting in December, members
amended that recommendation to
instead call for a study of the subject.
Two weeks ago, the Futures
Commission, an internal group
studying the community colleges,
also endorsed the idea of eventually
merging them with Kentucky Tech
- but keeping them under UK's
control.
"We've always expressed an interest in having the community colleges and Kentucky Tech talking
and working toward a merger,"

said Ben Carr, chancellor of UK's
community colleges.
,;;!
· In addition, the subject .has;
drawn the attention of Patton, who ·
has repeatedly urged all segmentS'
of higher education to work more
closely together.
""
Patton has not yet taken an official position on the idea of a merg~
er but he has-called for ta task force,
to' convene after· the legislative sesJ
sion to tackle such issues.
::!J
Gary Cox, the executive directcir·
of the Council on Higher Educatiolf,'
said he thought Patton's task force'
should instead consider broad quei;tions about higher education befo~e',
any merger action is taken.
~For instance, Cox said, the r¢;;
gional universities offer nearly ha_!+,
of all associate degree proposals in
the state.- Curd's plan would put.
community colleges, which also cil,"
fer associate degrees, under a board'
that wouldn't report to the Council,..
"Our position would be to waK
and see what the governor does~:;
Cox said.
0
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Carroll scholarships
at Alice Lloyd College
BY LEON STAFFORD
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER

he winners of the John Carroll Scholarship for the
1995-96 academic year at
Alice Lloyd College in Pippa Passes have been announced.
They winners are Vicki Campbell of Rowdy; Rebecca Coleman,
Jamboree; Shena Combs, Pinetop;
Chassidy Howard, Whit~burg;
Lesa Handshoe, Emmalena; Robin
Jacobs, Pippa Passes; Hester Love,
Royalton; Chrystal Mullins, Virgie; Regina Stone, Hazard;
Michelle Thomas, Pinetop; and
Barry White, Mallie.
The Carroll scholarship· was
funded with an endowment creat:
ed by $26,500 in prize . money
awarded to 10 Lexington HeraldLeader reporters for the newspa•
per's series "Cheating Our..Children." The series exposed abuse
in the educational system and the
property taxes used to fund education: The series won the 1990
Selden Ring award for investigative reporting and the"Behjamin
Fine award from the National Association of Secondary School
Principals. .
The scholarship is given to incoming freshmen from the 5th
Congressional District who need
financial assistance. Each stu·
dents will receive $450 to help
with fees and books.

T

MIDWAY
Midway College has received
a $20,000 gift from the Charles
Moerlein Foundation that will be
used for construction of the
school's Lucille Caudill Little
Memorial Library. The.foundation
was established in 1966 to continue Moerlein's dedication to helping others. Grants in the foundation's name have been made for
religious, charitable, scientific, literary and educational purposes.
Little issued a $1 million challenge gift for the library's construction.

MOREHEAD
Morehead State University is
accepting submissions for a logo
design that will celebrate the
school's 75th anniversary. The
deadline for entries is 4:30 p.m.
March 29 and should be sent to
the Oifice of Student Development, 309 Allie Young Hall, Morehead State University, Morehead,
Ky.· 40351-1689.
The design, which will be
used in all·forrnal pieces relating
~o _the anniversary celebration,

must be about eight inches in
height and width, in black and
white with color overlay and may
use any geometric or organic
shape. Wording, if used, sµould
reflect the celebration, and the
university's official colors of reflex blue and chrome yellow may
be used. The creator will be identified only on the back of the
work.
Entries will be evaluated on
design criteria, reproduction capa,
bilities and how well it depicts the
celebration.
'
The official Morehead logo or
se:il can be incorporated in the design if the school's licensing requirements are met. A copy of the
requirements are available upon
request.
·
·
The winner will be announced
in April. For information, call
(606) 783-2024.
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Grant lets WKU beef up police
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - Western Kentu~l_<y Unive~ity will us1
a federal grant of $138,602 to hire three add1t1onal pohc_e officers
for three years. The grant; fro~ the Departm~nt of Justice, 1s part
of the Community Oriented Police Services hmng pro~The new officers will allow_ such prol!I:ams as_ a ·•neighborhood
police patrol" in each residence hall, ,with a police o!ficer becommg in essence a member of the hall s staff. The officer can
int~ract with students and at the same time patrol the area. .
The grant will also allow a 24-hour bicycle patrol and full-time
crime-prevention work.
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College bosses vow
to work together
By SUSAN WARREN'
INDEPENDENT FRANKFORT BUREAU

FRANKFORT - Collaboration and cooperation
are the keys to stretching
higher education funding
that falls short of meeting
needs, Morehead State University President Ronald
Eaglin told a legislative subcommittee Monday.
Eaglin and presidents of
Kentucky's other seven universities pledged to work together in an effort to meet
Gov. Paul Patton's challenge.
The governor, who earmarked a 4 percent increase
in his budget recommendations for universities, told
the presidents he wanted to
make higher education a
priority. He said he would
reopen budget talks a year
from now, but ·challenged
them to come up with creative ways to deliver higher
education more efficiently.
"I'm encouraged by the
governor's attitude," Eaglin·
said.
He pointed to innovative
programs established
through the Kentucky Educational Development Corp.
that he said could help
other universities avoid du-

plication and make the most
of their resources.
Rep. Harry Moberly, DRichmond, said he hoped
that the higher education
system would "come up
with a plan that gets the
governor's attention.
"I think the governor is
very serious about making
higher education a priority," he said.
,
The presid.ents said
health-care reform problems
would eat up much of their
budgets by increasing premium costs.
Eaglin said premiums
that the university pays for
state employees would increase from $126 to $175 per
month, for a total of $450,000
per year. That's nearly half
of the school's projected increase, he. said.
In. addition, the amount
employees would have to
pay for family coverage
would nearly double, he
said.
Universities are scheduled to become part of the
Health Purchasing Alliance
in July. But the legislature
is expected to take some action to reduce prem_iums before then.
· "
Eaglin said after the meeting that faculty salaries and
- infrastructure needs would
also get funding priority.
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Underage· drinke·rs ta_rgeted·. in: Morehead!
ABC agents, KSP troopers, city police officers involved in team effort
By MADELYNN COLDIRON
OF THE

DAILY

INDEPENDENT

MOREHEAD - Underage
drinkers in Morehead and
adults who buy alcohol for,
them, take notice: undercover
law enforcment officers posing
as liquor store clerks could be
watching when you buy your.
next six-pack.
Morehead is one of 12 Kentucky cities that will be the
focus of ."Cops in Shops," a
new variation on an old program designed to deter underage drinking.
Alcohol beverage control

·
agents, Kentucky State Police
and Morehead Police will team
up in the local effort, which
will last all _year, representatives of the three agencies sajd
in a Morehead news conference Monday.
Ashland also is in- the program. ABC agents conducted
their first operation in Ashland Dec. 9.
Three-member teams will
stake out liquor and convenience stores, with one person
posing as· a clerk inside, another standing outside to catch
adults making buys for minors
and another stationed in an
unmarked vehicle ready to

pursue anyone who flees, .or to · the charge is a violation that
follow adults who may be tak- carries a $250 fine. Adults
ing liquor to minors.
·
caught buying alcohol for. mi"Keep in mind our goal is nors face, a misdemeanor
not to punish but to deter," charge that can net them 90
said project coordinator Jack days in jail and/ or a $250 fine.
Blair, of the state Alcohol Bev"When we shag a few, they
erage Control Board. .
don't come · back for a long
The latest incarnation of the time," Blair said.
,
program will use higherWhile the agencies are hopeprofile publicity mater_ial from ful that their program will
The Century Council, a non- make a difference, not everyprofit arm of the liquor indus- one is as
. optimistic.
d
try, and a $40,000 federal grant
"Most college-age stu ents
to pay overtime for officers.
have dealt with it enough to
Four sweeps thus far re- know how to get around it,"
suited in 80 violations, irt- said Brian Hutchinson, 21,
eluding 19 in Ashland, Blair president of the ,Student Govsaid. For underage drinkers, ernment Association at ·More-

iie~!t~~i~s~~.ivitL~;.isa, sai~
college students. generally are
alert to •the possibility that law
enforcement officers might be
checkin·g on them.
"They don't go in without
knowing who's working,". he
said. That is more easily done
in a ~mall town like Morehead,
Hutchinson added.
He said the plan for police to
follow' adults who are suspected of buying for minors
stands a better charice of work·
mg
.
· The teams will conduct their
blitzes in one of the 12 cities
every couple of weeks, said
James
Covington,·,state
ABC
istant h'1 f f nfi
· meiit.~~ori!he:d
also will be included in
statewide ,sv.eeps this. yea1-.,;>; ·-~-,

w._

:n~ As~d
two

· , Blair. said the_ 12 cities were,
chosen in part because of their-.
strong media presenoe, be-.
cause ·they are university
towns Oi:' ,because Of their popl
ulatiolts;.:',:

'

.· •. Liql!OI\ and, _licensed _conve;,
nience stores don'.t have to·
piµ-tlcipate, 'hilt !iii percent usu\·
ally tlo. In Morehead's case; all
have_ agreed, Covington sai(l. ,,,J

,,.
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WKU police bid to- wfu
stipend share rejected
',·., ,: : · Assoc:~

MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689

"COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Gov. Paul Patton called a bill I
strip the University ofKentucky of
its community colleges a .'.'piecemeal" approach to. restructuring
higher education, • .. · ... : .,.,_ ;,
He was referring yesteritay to
House 'Bill '463, introduced Thursday by Rep.' Freed 'Curd, D-Mutiay. The bill would also strip post'
secondary vocational-technical
education programs from the
s1ate's Workforce Development
Cabinet. The two areas would be
merged and operated under a new
State Board for Community· Col•.
leges and Technical Education, beginning July I.
,_.,,,, •. ••!~• .-. ,;
Patton said it was too early to·
say whether he would veto Cilrd's
bill if it passes. "But at this point I
am not supportive of a piecemeal
approach in higher education." ·

«:•/:;}~

PRESS •
and county ~lice ~ffic~ if they
. FRANKFORT ~ :the C9urt o{ . met certain training requu:ements.
Appeals yesterday;overturned a··:~
. Since then, deputy sheriffs, airBowling Green judge's· decision .'.,i port police-departments, university.
that 'Western Kentucky Uiiiversi,_ . .; public safety departments, incluil- ·
ty'~ po1jce officers are_~l~liT~ for a. ing those from private and public
state Stipend. ".. · . a· .••).!;,;.• : ~1 schools, have all made attempts to
.. In a unanimous rnling by Judge get the General Assembly to in.
Paul Gudgel, the court said·the law· elude them in the program.
on the $2,500 stipend set aside unGudgel said. the court was not
der the Kentucky Law Enforcement the proper place for that policy de- .
Foundation Program is clear. The . cision to be made.
. , .. , .
stipend, which is provided from
. "In our view, such decisions are
money collected from insurance
proj:,erly'reserved to the legislative ·
taxes, is for city and county police
branch of government," Gudgel
officers· only,
said.
•
Warren Circuit Judge Thomas
In another case decided yesterLewis had agreed with the Western day, another panel of the court said_
officers that the university's origins a Shelby County judge went too far
were from a st_hool that once upon
in setting the property value of the
a time was supported by city and
Budd Co, plant near Shelbyville_ at
county government money.
$31.8 million.
"This contention is clearly frivThe Shelby County property
olous and deserving of no addition- valuation administrator had deteral discussion," Gudgel saic['' ·. ~~'•1 mined the company's sheet-metal ·
The KLEPF fund, as it is• •· ": stamping plant to be worth $31.8
known, has long been a target of : ··'· million. The company won a decigovernment law-enforcement agen. sion by the State Board of Tax Apcies, It was originally created'to ,. peals that the value was $21.2 milprovi~e the annual stipend _ttj ~ity ·· lion.

•
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· clieerlead.er .· s raffis~iieclc
~6r«t~t(,: '+,~iibi ~li~-,¥,

1
"~

:: -~u~;~~ftfJj~~~r~·ia;t~igh
~cs

while perfonning.a stunt before a.women's
meet at .-::
Memorial Coliseum. Saleeni ·Habasli, roach of tlie jiinior .varsity
cheerleactera;said Barry cross·appeared to havea'&prainea neck. H
was taken to'the UK Medical Center. Habash 'said.Cross, a .::~·
!i:eshman,.did
appear to have any
and showed.
no signs of paralysis. 1Jie _lll;Cident happened"aifm,eei:Ieaders were
dii;mounting from
d A:female cheerleailefhit the back•of
CJt,ss's . liead and n~bash said "It was~a-flutilkirld of thing,'
he said. ''It's a pyramid ·that we do all the time!' T.fu!_UK student_
_directory lists a Barry T: Cross of Albany as being enrolled at · ·
Lexington Community College. Almost 10 years ago, another UK
cheerleader was paralyzed below the neck while practicing a stunt
at the,UK Blue-White game at Freedom·Hall in Louisville. The·
injury occurred Nov. 4, 1986, while squad captain Dale Baldwin wa
doing a forward roll off a mini-trampoline. · -.-, · ··-.- ··, '··• ,

_not

serious~~es

a . ...
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New As!t].an4 ~hief prepared };
a

~~

r

_l i_ _fj_ etint_·__.·.e__ fO_ J. ()b,·
BY AMEET SACHDEV

··->: '"We have to be proactive in cre-

ASHLAND - Paul Wilbur
Chellgren used to sweep floors and
dig ditches for the company he will
lead into !he 21st century,
· ·. , :
: Dig a little deeper into Chellgren's past, and you'll find his ties
to Ashland Inc. extend beyond those
college summer jobs. His father was
an Ashland "lifer," retiring in 1980
after 33 years with the company. ·
Now in his 22nd··year at·Ashland, the .younger Chellgren could
also be called a lifer. But he brings a
different perspective to a traditionbound company that come October ·
will become its fourth chief executive officer in.its 72,year- history. He
was "nained' last month" to succeed
John R.cHall. at ..Ashland, whose
$12.2 billion in sales last year
ranked" if among.the _nation's 60
largest industrial· companies:.·
·- :_
·_.-.Chellgren's background is diverse: an education that includes degrees from Harvard 'and Oxford; a
career that Includes a stint at the
I Pentagon; and outside interests in
· rugby and contemporary· art. You
begin to get a picture of a sophisticated executive - a renaissance
man in a blue-collar town -who's not
too refined to JQfgefliis roots:... ...
.:· "I think what's amazing about
Paul is that he comes across as a
real ·statesman," said William S.
Thompson, who has known Chellgien since 1969. "But at. the same
time, he identifies very well with the

ating value for the shareholders,"
the:53-year-old Chellgren said in a
i~t intervie~.. ,.
T · A'
:; He. wi!J"also .have ~is hands full
improving .the performance of Ash,'
land _Petroleum/the company's core.
refining·- business:·· Operating , income· for the refining ._division has.
averaged $61 million over'the last''
five fiscal years,. compared: with
$164 minion from 198(3 through
1990. ··:7!~1*-~:;:,~ . ~:":_*]
Industry analysts saia they_ ex- pect Chellgren to be more detail-oriented, especially when it•comes to
cutting the fat out of existing operations. That became apparent in
1995 when Ashland trimmed more
than 300 jobs in the petroleum division and squeezed Valvoline's marketing budget.
··
Chellgren has not just stood by
on the· sidelines during his tenure.
He was groomed to take over when
he became president and chief operating.officer and was elected to the
board in 1992. Before that, he was
chief financial officer, giving him a
flilll grasp of the companY,'s balance sheet
-~--:: i· -~- · '·
Chell~~n has watched Hall and
his predecessor, Orin Atkins; navigate the land mines of the industry,
from oil shortages to- fluctuating
prices to the .current problem of refining over-capacity..He has played
a vital role in expanding the company beyond refining by helping
grow its chemical and coal businesses
.,,.... · · · ··
He· is reaiiy °lo ·tiike over. He's
been preparing for this all his life.

·chairman of tlieboard tffr<iligh.the
uiil;-and-downs of
turb.u!ent oil
industry, however, won't be an ordinary task. Chellgren knows that
•
·-. -·· - • _, ,. ·,•
·' first ha Ild•
..i,;'f.;•-; , ... \.·T .t ';· t.
·· He .was-attending an 'oil confer- ·
ence late .last year in the Middle
East when a bomb exploaed in his
hotel. Chellgren likely won't have to
survive more boinbs when he lakes
over, but he will have his work cut
out"for him.· ····::c;:";"!I<~;'h:! ·
·•·;. Ashland's total shareholder re1wii,:which inciudesstock apprecia~ir;'efnd aiyi~~has )agged behind the companr.s .stated goal of
12 p·ercent. Last" year;· shareholder
return was 6 percent, said Hall,
who will retire as">CE:O:.bctober. l
l!l!d.remain chairrijrui until-January.

Uke father
like. ..son
.
'· , . ..; l .
.~.
. After a!L°""as Cli:eilg'ren likes to
say, Ashland has been putting food
on his table since 1947.: .
That's when hi!a' father, Wilbur
E. Chellgren joined Valvoline as an
accountant, ·
Paul Chellgren,-the oldest of six
children, did not have to look any
farther than his dad to learn about"
discipline and hard work.
Wilbur E:'~hellgren is'the son
of a Swedfah• Methodist" ministerand grew up dtiring'the Depression.
He started -working·,as."'il l:iellhop
when he was 14 or-15 fo help sup:
port the family.
"He's a tough, serious fellow/'
Paul Chellgren said. "His values,

HERAl.D-LEADER BUSINESS WRITER

everyday, ordinary man." ... :_ :.. . .
J; Leading Ashland as CEO and

the

;
0

,.-..;~

]ifestyle were a great model to
The family moved to Ashland
from Pittsburgh when Chellgren
was 7 after Valvoline was sold to
Ashland Oil. Chellgren was born at
an Army base in Tullahoma, Tenn.;
before his father went off to the Pacific to fight in World War II. . _
His earliest 'memories of Ashland are of its employee Christmas
parties held at the armory. Paul G.
Blazer, the company's first CEO,
would pass out presents to all the
children younger than 12.
.
"I remember the year I turned
13 I was disappointed because all
my brothers and sisters were still
getting presents," he said.
...
His father got him a job as
night janitor at Ashland's headquarters in between his junior and
senior years at the University of
Kentucky. Chellgren made' $1.67 an
hour sweeping floors. Last year he
earned more thanhalfamillion do!-·
lars as the No. 2·executive.. . ·· ··
"As oppose<:( to my' J)iiidi-en,
wh6.. think about go_ing-toTaircun
for -spring va:cation, I'd go liome
and work," Chellgren said. . ,./<t ., '
· · But manual labor was never in
the works for Cliellgren. "He.was a
good reader and a g'ood 'speakert
his father said.
· O:~it. ;
· His public-speaking ability·
helped_ean} him a debate scholar,
ship to UK. "I liked thecintellectual
challenge '.i>f"•argumeritation and
problem0solving," he said..- .. _j.; : · :··ms poise is still evict';nfwhen
he:speaks at conferences orl!!!~ts;(
with stock analysts. . -~.f•~'f!'"'~
;,;:,:He:·a9~s '.a Jl!te polish to .the ,
presentattons,"."satd JmrFalvey, an·,
analyst with Smith Barney.
~
Because Chellgren enjoyed de- •
bate, he considered a
in law.
But his interest in management, or
"running things" as he likes to say,
led him toward business. He graduated with a degree in acco1!11ting-in
1964.
.
Chellgren was president of the
UK student body_ his senior. year.
One of his running mates, former lieutenant governor Steve Beshear,
said leadership came naturally to
·Chellgren because he was .able to
create a sense of loyalty in people
around him. ,
.
One of Chellgren's college ad:
visers also saw early signs of his

a

career

nAA
f

6

business and leadership abilities
and urged him to get a master's degree in business administration,
specifically at Harvard University.
Harvard was the big leagues.
Chellgren was confident he could
compete . intellectually, but \Vas
afraid he wouldn't measure up to
the genteel backgrounds of some of
his classmates. He was still this
skinny 21-year-old from northeastern Kentucky who dug ditches the
summer before going to Harvard.
After Chellgren graduated at
the top of his class fro!ll UK, he
worked at the refinery for the summer. Chellgren was riding a jackhammer one afternoon when Chairman Atkins called him into his office.
-~ ;,: -~· :.\_s .;::.·.
Instead of pushing dirt, he
started doing some .. accounting
work in Atkins' office. Atkins told
him that if he was in the job market
after he graduated to come see him.
Little did Chellgren know he would
someday take him up on his offer.
• --~f··--,

~z, •

• - ·

To Boston, then London

· '.\Chellgre~"'' overcam~ his fears

ani:I fit right in at Harvard. Some of
his classmates became friends for
life. A former girlfriend dragged
.hiin to Boston museums, which kindled a lifelong interest in: the arts.
:-': Today, Chellgren is in.cliarge'of
the company's ·extensive ai't ,ollectioil. In his modestly furnished office, five contemporary )'IOrks- by
the· likes of Richard Hamilton, Red
Grooms and Robert Motherwell
hang.from the walls~ Twp stacks of
art books sit on a glass talile.·
·: His influence extends into the
community where he's: a trustee
ancl former president of the Huntington Museuni of Art in West Virginia
.,, l,; . . .
. .,
:i{a!,~Hes orie'.bf the more committed persons I've ever known," said
MaryAnne Pennington, .director of
the museum. "His reliability is refreshing."
· - · •·}•-:\'•~; ..
Harvard was also where he
started playing rugby. His sturdy
5-foot, 10-inch frame made •him .a
natural at halfback who could outrun bigger defenders.
•
Chellgren still has a competitive
streak. Friends say he'll even turn a
lejsurely run down .a ski slope into
a race.
-:-,·.•-:-..:~•··
"He wants to set a time record
every time," said Thompson, whose
family sometimes vacationswith
the Chellgrens. "Some people who
are competitive can turn you off.·
His spirit charges you up."

In school, Chellgren learned
much about international business
affairs. His friends encouraged him
to apply to Oxford University,
where he spent a year earning a
diploma in developmental economics.
).
"I saw Oxford as partially an
academic opportunity but more so
as a chance for personal development and enrichment," Chellgren
said.
He traveled across Europe
while in England and continued
playing rugby. "It's quite an honor
to be· playing rugby for Oxford,"
said Richard Reames, a stock broker in Ashland who is from Eng-.
land
•.;. ._ ..-;."i·. ,
After fini~hi~g, 'he went to work
for McKinsey & Co. in London, a
leading international nianagementconsulting ;firm. (Another McKinsey associate, Robert Holland Jr., is
now CEO of Ben & Jerry's Homemade ice cream.) It was there he .
met his wife, Sheila, a native of
Britain who was working in an administrative pcsition at McKinsey.
They moved to Washington,
D.C., in 1968, -where he went to
work in the office of the secretary
of.defense. He was part of the direct
pipeline between. Harvard and the
Pentagon in the 1960s led by Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara.·
. ., ..-,,':- ~-"'.
.
'During the.. Vietnam War, he
served his active duty working on
weapons management systems at
the Pentagon. Even at that young
age, he displayed . a decisive,
straight-forward 11)anner, friends
arid business associates say.
"Paul. always showed .'me the
ability to 'get· arid 'analyze· data,"
said Thompson, whl> attended Harvard Business School after· Chellgren and fij"st met him ·at the Pentagon. "But he also could make a decision:-That's what separates the
great people _in business.•· . ,: '
Falvey, ·the industry ;analyst,
said Chellgien is·snlf.a tough negotiator. He uses "the ·sfeel fist in· an
irori .glove alll!logy to describe his
management style,_ ..... -~ · · . .
..
' Coming .
1

home~---.. ._.,,~.--,,, ..;,,·,
· :Clfellgren served out -liis :twci-

!
, Y!!31' term in the ½DY and marri~

Sheila in November 1970. After ·
bouncing around al:ouple of firms,
which took his family to Boise, Idaho, Los Angeles and Kansas City,
he had a longing• to ruri_ things
again.
..:..,
··•.·..1 ....,,.:
"I was a big corporate kind ,of
guy," he said. "l liked the scale of
big ~omplex enterprises." · ··.. ,
. Ashland fit the bill, and Atkins
wanted him to come back. Bu.I he

hesitated. His father's shadow still
loomed large at Ashland.
"You sort of want to do things
1 somewhat differently (than your fa.
ther)," he said. "That's probably
why I don't play golf, because he's
such a keen golfer.
.
, , ~At the same time it's sort of a
push arid pull," he said. "You push
away-liecause·yciu want to become
your. own person, carve your own
way, .. That's certainly .ime' of the
reasons why I really didiit want to
come to work for Ashland.
..
-: ·,.~'.'l;lilt the pull is tliere because I
grew up in business: I grew up here
in 'Ashland." ;JP. · CJ-j: . .
.. .-. The town .and the company
pulled him back'. He joined Ashland
in 1974 as Atkins' executive assista?t: J:Ie,J1ad;l!itt1e daily contact
with his father,;who worked on the
financial side o(,the business until
he retired in 1980 as Ashland's controller. :·.~--~- ~~:-·-· ·: . _:.-_. -:- · ~ ·1
. ·Atkins asked Chellgren to start
a :long-teffn .planning_ process for
the company that would be updated annually. Cli!!llgreri~iilso participated in five acquisitions Tuat led to
the establishment cif.Ashland'Coal.
·, . But . Chellgren· '~ed "his
spurs" lielping direct the'operations
of Ashland Chemical Cq: -P} his 11
years with the chemical'linit, its
sales. doubled to more than $2 billion. It continues to be Ashland's
most consistent profit maker. ·
· He moved his wife and three
children to Columbus, Ohio, Ashland Che111ical's headquarters, during that time. The family now resides· in the upscale Bellefonte
neighborhood outside · Ashland,
home tli several company execu_tives including John Hall. Chellgren's three children have graduated from or are attending Vahderbilt
University.
; .. :;
':;'. "Che!Tefen's- suc:cess'~·wmi the·
. chemical business didll'f gq_ ·imno. ~ In 1980, at age 38."he-became
thifOlll!~est member. qf,'.~,npany's semor managementteam.'Ashland has a long history,.5fpromoting youn& _maP.agers;_-\~~w~;~m .
-Seaton, retrred vice .chiiiriruin. arid
, chief financial officer:,. '!'t,l.;V.,•,.:.c,•.._.:.
. . In 1988, Chellgren isii&:°eedecl
. :Seaton as chief financial 9ffii:er. He ·
.showed his expertiseiin lµmdling.
~Ashland's balance sheet by cirga- .
nizing the successful 'sf~k.'sale in
Ashland Coal and· a large sale of
corpcrate debt.
Y_,c~ .. ,-.,,.. •.'·
"We were scrambling a bit in
'89, •go· and '91 when.. we were
spending more money 'thari · our
cash flows coming in," Chellgren
said.
_. _._

I

.
l

His financial knowledge is appreciated outside the company, too.
Chellgren serves on the board of
trustees at UK and Centre College.
He sits on the finance committee of
each.
. ........ ~.. .r.;.
"He has many abilities, but I
think his .financial expertise is right
at the top," said Michael F. Adams,
president of Centre College.
·
· Chellgren's .investment _savvy
has helped boost Centre's endowment to $100 million from $42 million seven years ago, Adaimi ·said.
Thompson, who manages· $77 billion worth of investments for corporate pensions and "end_owments,
said he often chats up stocks with
Chellgren.
: ·. ,, .. · ,.. ·
· · Former Gov. Eawar<i. T.' "Ned"
Breathitt, chairrruiri .9f, the: _UK
board, said Chellgren's leailership
on the board reflects Ashland's
commitment to higher education.
The company has.a high profile in
state education, contributing money
to several colleges and Kentucky
Educational Television, and sponsoring teacher-of-the-year awards.
Last year the company;Jhrough its
Ashland Foundation, donated more
than $1: million to Kentucky's
schools. . -·- ,. : ·•a·. .
Hall and ·Chellgren also are
strong supporters of the Kentucky
· Education Reform Act, particularly
its initiatives in site-based decision
making and ungraded primaries.
Despite his operational experience, Chellgren can't live down his
bean-counter image with union
guys at the refinery. Jim Back of
Local 3-505 of the Oil, Chemical &
Atomic Workers Internatiorial said
the union feels a greater kinship
with current CEO Hall because of
his chemical engineering background.
:
"Paul counts· the numbers," said
Back, who's chairman of the negotiating committee. ''I think there will
be more pressure. on refineries to
improve."
.
Hall said his goal before he retires is to improve the petroleum division's performance. Chellgren
said he. doesn"t"·plan to stray far
from the company ·objectives set
during Hall's 15-year tenure at the
·hclm of Ashland. Chellgren has reJlO!ted. directly to Hall 13 of those
15::years. The-company will mainTufri"a conservative liscal outlook,
accelerate growth .. ui· Ashland's
· cnemical, coal, .highway construction and exploration units, and try
to stay competitive in the volatile
petroleum industiy.- , .__
·. •

r. ~.

,\Vheii y,olf~ iiinii one (earIl 'porate)
• ~!ro!is~!:t~e., rou . (end t~

stay ...11~:.,;t'liat._ ~~3-i<-~.tmo~phere,
Sel\tori ~ii:.,..~~~:' I ·
Eliv1ro11mental1sts-m the Ashland area are· viorried:that will remain the case. A couple•of lawsuits
were filed in 1988 by individuals
liying ·near the Catlettsburg refinery, charging emissions from the
facility :were damaging their health
and property. The state fined Ashland $100,000 last year, the fourth
major air-pollution fine in eight
years for the company's Catlettsburg refinery.
."I don't see Paul Chellgren coming in. and being the knight on the
white horse," said Laura Forman,
.an organizer of-the Ohio Valley En.vironmental Coalition.
·
· C)!ellgren, who serves on Ashland's public policy-environmental
committee, admits the company
might have been slow: to change its
: environmental policies but now
takes prides in its pollution stani dards. '

~..:/

..

,
Since '1987, Ashland had re' duced chemical emissions by 41·
percent under the . Sµperfund
Amen'llments. and ·Reauthorization
Act, Title III.'lt'hiis also replaced or
upgraded 3,370 ·ot its 4,400 underground storage tariks as part of a
·-,program to·· P,otect the. nation's
..'groundwater. . . ·
From . environmental concerns
to financial worries, the pressures
are numerous. Chellgren has .his:
_own way of relieving stress.
Like clockwork, he works out at
. p:30 every morning, either jogging
outside or lifting weights in the
0

•••

•

>·. · · ··

I

company fitness center. :He doesn't

use the personal training room reserved for senior executlvai on the
.fifth floor.
·. ·, ,J_,";t i :·· ..
.. ••-·' .... .- -~~~-: (''.:··,:: --.: ...:,,Cllellgren, who weighs· 175
'i>bi'ini:!s, is able to bench. press 275
pounds, which puts him in the top
.) percent of his age groµp, said
·"Dave Dale, director of Ashland's fit"'.·ness center, who sometimes trains
with Chellgren.
·
'
Chellgren also participates in 5
and 10 kilometer runs to help satisfy .liis competitive urge. His goal is
to finish a 5k in 20 to 21 minutes.
The nest younger runners can com·piete the race in "just m:der 15 min-

utes_-. . . , ·- _;,". >-;, ...::;-,:___
'

.

Oil October 1, Chellgren · will
run a new race, one he has trained
·· '.ror.niost of his life, beginning with
· c!igging ·ditchf!S v.:hen .he was 21.
The links' to Ashland·afui Kentucky
are p~ of his past·aiiil~;fµtute.
. ·"' ~Ashland ju~t isit i';iJy°i:A~~lt'
:~very.either Friday," tie-said. "You
really care for this .,t~ _aft.er a
while. I really felt I rould•rnake a
special contribution heli1•... ~_d;;;,L
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Better- education
a cause celebre
for Bill Seaton
By BENITA HEATH
foR THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

ASHLAND - When cotton
was king, John Means and his
brothers were skedaddling
from their plantation homes in
South Carolina. They'd made
the natives restless by teaching their slaves how to read
and write.
They came up north to the
farmland the Poages had
claimed in the late 1700s and
turned it into a town.
As Means' great-grandson
Bill Seaton, 68, looks out the
window of his Bath Avenue office at the street where his
family once lived, he's linked
to the past by more than real
estate. That unabashed trait to
speak one's mind whether it
rattles the pillars of the current convention is still apparent.
In 1988 Seaton ended a 39year career with Ashland I~c.,
retiring that January as vice
chairman of the board and
chief financial officer. His time
there spanned the transformation of Ashland Oil from a
small refinery at Catlettsburg
to a Fortune 500 company that
looked globally.
A few months after Seaton
left the world of jets and fi.
nancial statements, he refocused his energy on a homegrown product - higher education in his backyard.
In mid-1988 Seaton got a call
from then-Gov. Martha Layne
Collins who wanted a new governing body for Morehead
State University. She needed
one more person on the board
of regents and asked Seaton 1f
he would serve.
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"I had never been in the
front door of Morehead until
then," he said.
He accepted for a simple reason.
"I believe in education, have
always," he said.
For the past four years he
has chaired the board that
streamlined curricula and
raised the grade-point average
for admission to the school.
Get Seaton talking about education and he sounds like an
anomaly. First, he's a university regent who doesn't believe
college is for everyone.
"I don't think we should necessarily think every child
should go to college," he said.
"We way underutilize technical schools in Kentucky .... A
journeyman plumber makes a
damn good living. Maybe he's
a lot more satisfied."
Then, he's a regent at a college deeply rooted in the training of teachers. Yet Seaton is
not sure how that should be
done - only that the way it is
done at some schools isn't giving a lot of students what they
need.
"Clearly a lot of teachers in
the state aren't doing their job,
not getting to the soul, psyche
of the kids," he said. "We get
kids coming out of high school
who are functionally illiterate.
I don't know what to change in
the teaching requirements."
MSU President Ron Eaglin
calls Seaton's attitude toward
education egalitarian, and says
Seaton is . why he took the
Morehead job three and a half
years ago.

"My conversation with him
convinced me I should come
here .... His attitude toward education. His no-nonsense approach, making sure things
are done correctly," Eaglin
said. "He has a healthy attitude of what a board chair
should be.
"Bill is very much wrapped
up with the concept we should
have quality at every level. He
expects high quality. Not everyone is able to (go to college), but it should be open to
everyone who is willing to
make the sacrifice."
Frankfort-based farmer
Sonny Jones graduated from
MSU in 1974 and for the past
three years has been Seaton's
vice chair. He calls Seaton a
remarkable leader.
"His insight is second to
none. He sees things very
clearly," Jones said. "His life
experiences with Ashland Oil
have made him the type of person men my age group need to
learn from."
Jones backs up Seaton's contention that not all collegebound students are ready for
college.
"We spent $80,000 one year
on a remedial math lab that
would not have been necessary
had (students) been properly
prepared," Jones said. "If higher education is indeed higher
education, common sense indicates to me we should not be
in remediation."
Seaton's own high school education was at Woodberry Forest Preparatory School in
Woodberry Va. That was followed by a' bachelor of science
degree in engineering with a
major in economics from Yale
University in 1948.
But his first lessons came
from his parents, Ned and :Virginia Seaton, who taught their
son by example a sense of personal achievement and responsibility for others, he says.

,. ,.

►Seaton
FROM PAGE 1

"I was terribly fortunate to
have a mother who believed in
education and had an awareness of about anything ... art,
literature, music," Seaton said.
"My father (a former AO! treasurer) from the time I was 10
or 11, exposed me to financial
facts. He'd come home at lunch
and read from the annual reports."
As an Ashland Oil executive,
Seaton has watched educational fads come and go in corporate America.
"I went through the period
when an MBA thought he
could run the world," he said.
Throughout that, Seaton
stayed grounded in the belief
that a liberal arts education
provides the best preparation
because it teaches an individual for work and the time
outside the office.
"I don't think you should
specialize until you get a bachelor's," he said. "I missed the
exposure to a lot of things that
are important to life - art, architecture. It makes you a
more rounded person. It exposes you to the windows of
the world."
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Remedial
courses
called key
in c~llege
By DEB RlECHMANN
Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Getting rid of remedial courses at colleges and universities could prevent many low-inco!lle
and minority students from settmg
foot on campus, a report by a higher
education group says.
About 13 percent of all undergraduates - 1.6 million students - took at
least one remedial course in the 199293 school year, according to the report being released today by the
American Council on Education.
· The report said these students often
come from lower-income families,
were born outside the United States
or do not speak English at home.
"If you eliminate these courses, you
are going to cut off their access to
college," said David Merkowitz, a
spokesman for the council.
.
Nineteen percent of all black, Hispanic and Asian American undergraduates and 15 percent of American Indian students took remedial courses
in the 1992-93 school year, the report
said. That compares with 11 pe:ce'!t
for white undergraduates. Most mslltutions plan to continue offering remedial classes, the report said.
But the report said educators in
some states facing budget constraints
wanted to offer these catch-up classes
only at junior colleges, cut the number of remedial course offerings or
limit them to first-year students.
Some states are tightening college
admission requirements to lessen the
need for remedial lessons, the report
said. Others want high schools to pay
for the remedial work their graduates
must have before they can tackle college studies.
Nearly 70 percent of first-time students at Florida community colleges
needed at least one remedial reading,
writing or math class in the 1993-94
school year, said Linda Bradley-Long,
a spokeswoman for the F1orida House
of Representatives' Committee on
Higher Education. The cours~s. cost
the community colleges $53 million a
year, she said.
An idea to transfer the costs back
to high schools .was discus~ed, but
discarded, last year by F1onda lawmakers. They decided instead to
study ways to lessen the need for remedial college courses by strengthening academic requirements in lower
grades, she said.
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Ex-UK chancellor
Hemenway takes
helm at Kansas
ASSOCIATED PRESS

LAWRENCE, Kan. - Former
University of Kentucky chancellor
Robert Hemenway became the 16th
chancellor of the University of
Kansas on Sunday, lauding the
statewide mission of the institution
and the idea of a "student-centered

university."
About 1,700 people, including
Kansas Gov. Bill Graves and Sen.
Nancy Kassebaum, attended.
Hemenway, 54,
chancellor
at UK's Lexington campus for six
years before coming to Kansas. He
has been on the job since June 1.
University officials said he wanted
to delay his inauguration until he
had a chance to learn more about
the school.
In a speech that lasted about 30
minutes, Hemenway talked about
his convictions. He teaches a 7:30
a.m. American literature class, he
said, because he loves to teach and
because he thinks a chancellor's
actions make a statement.
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j ~otlie s_ai~ tlie next step should be fo_r the
COVINGTON-,- Northern Kentucky Univer- .'..fegel!ts' comm1tt~ _to study th~ acade~uc, fisity is re-examining a proposal for a two-year ~ncial and_st~mg issues associated with erecommunity college that would help it. d_eal with :a ting a community college. . --- . .
· :'·' ,
the large numbers of students needing remedial ',;_ The community ·college tou!a be·on NKU's l
studies, .i'.
.·, 1_,;,. '"':· •·,,:. · · •·:,V • -~campus-in Covington. The. buildings ·there'
The proposal, outlined at a board of regents .housed the old Northern Kentucky Community
meeting last month by Regent Philip Taliaferro, . College until NKU opened in 1970. '· ' · · '
has been made in years pas_t but goni; riow~ere ·, ·:,, , •Taliaferro ·said .the academic affairs commit. But university President Leon Boothe said tee of the board of regents will begin ·studying ·
Monday he has asked his staff to prepare a re- _, the community·college issue in· March: · · ' '
port outlining NKU's previous siudies. · · : .:.. ·,: ,: NKU is the only four-year ·univeriity -~
The report, expected to be .completed this · tucky without a nearby community·college, said 1
week, also will describe what the university is ·Ken Walker, a finance officer with the state
doing to teach remedial students. .
Council on Higher Education. Walker· said NKU
"This has been looked. at numerous times would not need state approval to form a commuwhile I have been here. Yfe want to investigate if . nity college. It is a decision, for the board of ·reproperly." Boothe said. · · · .. · · ·
gents, he' said. ·
· · :· '·
·- ·
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NKU to consider co111rnilnity college
COVINGTON, Ky. - Northern Kentucky University is re-examin- ·
ing a proposal for a two-year community college that would offer I
remedial studies to students.
·
•
·
The proposal, outlined at a board of regents meeting last month
by Regent Philip Taliaferro, has been made to no avail. in the past. I
But university President Leon Boothe said Monday he has asked !
his staff to outllne Nlill's previous studies on creating a community'
college. ''We want to investigate it properly," he said.
Boothe said the
step should be for regents' committees to 1
study the academic, financial and staffing issues involved in creat- '
ing a community college.
•· '
· ··
. .
·
NJru is the only four-year university. in Kentucky without a ·
nearby community colle~e, said Ken Walker, a finance officer with
the state Council on Hil,l'ler Education. NJru does not need state
approval for a commumty college; it's up to the regents, he said.

next
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BONDED BUILDING PROJECTS
Bonded building projects costing over $400,000 and destined for sti
ownership --university libraries, for example.- would need the Gem
al.Assembly's advance approval under a bill approved by a House 001
nuttee yesterday.
. .
·
• The bill was sponsored by Rep. Fred Nesler, D-Mayfield, for an ad'
soiy board that recommends priorities for buildings in state governme,
· "The UK libracy - that's what prompted the board to propose ti
legislation," Nesler said in an interview after the State Governme
Committee meeting.
.
·, .
The University of Kentucky, denied funding for a new library by f
General Assembly in 1994, took a roundabout route to get it. Bonds we
sold ~y _the local government and backed by the university's athleti
assoctation.
·
Because the university is a state institution, Nesler said, the stat,
bond rating might suffer in any default on financing for the library.
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Many colleges' endowments
Kentucky follows national trend;
show growth booming stock market credited
-~ -- -

BY ANGIE MUHS
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER

A booming stock market meant
a banner year for the endowment
funds at many Kentucky colleges
and universities.
An annual survey of college endowments found that colleges overall saw a 15.5 percent rate ofreturn
on their investments, up dramatically from the previous year.
Kentucky colleges were no exception in the survey, with many
reporting rates of return equal to or
better than the national average.
College endowment funds are
investment holdings that are used
to produce income for the college.
Ten Kentucky colleges and universities were among the top 460
endowments tracked by the National Association of College and University Business Officers.
Berea College has the largest
endowment in Kentucky and the
53rd biggest in the country. Its endowment was worth nearly $390.4
million as of June 30, 1995, up from
$352. 7 million a year before..
"Overall, we've been very fortunate in our investments," said Ed
Ford, a spokesman for Berea.
But some universities with
smaller endowments made big
gains in 1994-95, the study showed.
Transylvania
University
ranked third in the country in its
total rate of return (30.2 percent ),
said Jerry Ray, Transy's chief fi.
nancial officer.
Transy, which puts about 80
percent of its investments in stocks.
also ranked third in the nation in
its three-year overall performance,
Ray said. Its endowment was valued at $66.9 million as of June 30,
1995.
"We had a very nice year," he
said. "When the market moved, we

-G·o·o··o ·y·..,EA_R_. :· · '" ' :i:t\i;~/;'.\,;}
:_.·. ,.,._•;,•c,. •<• .,,.,,
A
Ten.Kentucky colleges and universities wereamo_ng:the'460 endowments
tracked by the. National Association of College and UnlVelSl~slness:c,,: ·.
Ofllcers .. Thls shows how.the.value of their.endow·
· · .•,,,:last'"'}.
· _:year.as.well as.their.nationai'ranking. .. · _-_. •·
r,•
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SOURCE: National Association of College
and University Business Officers
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By SUSAN WARREN
INDEPENDENT FRANKFORT BUREAU

FRANKFORT - Sen. Charlie Borders took the Senate
floor Tuesday to join the chorus of Kentuckians outraged
ovei: the University of Kentucky's new basketball uniforms.
"Kentucky blue and white is
more important than any individual or any amount of
money," said Borders, a Russell Republican.
The complaints are about
the .shade of blue used in the
denim side panels and accents
of the team's uniforms. Borders decried the loss of tradition, saying it had been traded
in "for what I believe is a
money issue."
"It was a sellout to Converse," Borders said, a reference to Coach Rick Pitino's
contract with the manufacturer of the new uniforms,
Converse, and UK Athletic Director C.M. Newton, whose son
represents the company.
Acknowledging that the legislature was dealing with more
important issues, such as

health care, Borders said he
nevertheless was concerned
that an important tradition
could be tossed aside.
"I'm not a fashion person,"
he said. "It's the tradition that
counts.",
If Kerttucky makes it to the
Final Four, the team will be
up against good coaches and
good players, Borders said.
"The one thing that separates you is tradition," he
said, adding he feared the players would look at themselves
and notice their tradition had
disappeared.
A graduate of Morehead
State University, Borders described himself as a diehard

Charlle Borders

UK fan.
"I'm Big Blue," he said.
Borders is one of the highest
profile Wildcat fans to protest
the unl.form change. CBS
sportscaster Billy Packer, during a telecast of the UKArkansas game Sunday,
sparked the furor when he remarked that the color looked
more like North Carolina's
powder blue than the Wildcats
traditional royal blue.
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FRANKFORT :....:.: Two· major
parts of .. fJ:ie.?mµch-nialigned I
health-eare reform law appear_·
headed for.' extinction, Gov.!
Paul Patto_n· sai4 Wednesday'. >I
.,,.The. Health Policy .Board,,
which has a'"variety, of func-· 1
tions undeit'lhe· l994 ,•-legis- !
lation,' and the Health Pui-chas- ·
. -ing-Alli.ance, createdtooffer -health· fnsuran¢e, probably. 1
ill b
d p tt
·d
'
:w
e ~cr,appe ' · .a on sai · ·1
· The -purchasing alliance has i
been plagued with problems. '
Despite its ·aim· to ·offer low- ·
-· ·
·
CQSt -policies,·;,Pr~l!lifil.llS 11:ave I.
s~~k:te~is~o'n~fu• -~ompany i
announced this week that it
would not ·renew its 'contract
with the alliance, ·saying it
would have to sharply increase
prices tci cover clients--with
pre-existing ·medical. conditions. That left only one· •com- .
,pany .selling ,individual . poll- :
cies through the· ·alliance;',
which was formed as a state•
wide purchasing .cooperative.
Patton indicated that .the al·uance was flawed from the beginning, attracting small, highrisk groups that government
would have to subsidize because government employees
were forced to become members.

1

./l'It 'woh!t sin'vivll':ai(it'tµr; :l
-rently
is,'"·Pat!on·sa1d,;m
~Y;
' survive
·• ,,. at cW..
~" "- ...:·--';\ri':'it
.-- ' 1.,.;..:::r::-•~'!:
...•. "ji
not
. ·.The Health i>olic}'..J!i[li;r_d; ,an:J
otherJteffeature of'.th~<irni -I
effort--was· create<¥ 'to ·imple- '
ment~·:th'ef~~\;C·1t"li~sibeen· a: 71
cliief?'tsirge(~o,fo/~~ftrrani:e- .
ind~try, l~bliy~~ W,.~?, .~:':'~. i
flooded ·the air -waves urgmg··
reperu ·'of''wnat 'tliey call government-run health care.
I
''It cei.-tairuy will not survive·
in its .. current form,'' Patton
said of'the board. ·"It probably
won'teven exist." ·,
'
A bi-partisan committee '
•
. , .
,
,
named by:the governor. to try .
to· resolve the .. health-eare ·.di- •
lemma will be ready to. file leg- :
islatfon::: witli1n· seve1i"'da,y_s '

-~~~o!:t\ci\ ~~:• 6~~, -~~J

absoluteiy' clear: I afu:iiiit try- I
mg fo-·gut House'Bill.250,''. Pat- '
ton said in.an· µitei-yie~. HB ,
the ,1994 legis- ,
250 . contained
· ......
,...,_. ..i~·.;.
--··· -~,/Jr~:;f';~g~;•·:·t~1:--,1;·~
...... - , ··
,
·lation~
·- ti'•'·•f·•:.
1
·':-. ·Acknowie'dgfu°i{':that·ffie 're;'
•· •Im e•ffiect,
' '·
. form law .h as not been
, ioiig' eiiougn fo ·effectively ana, ,·\
lyze lt, Patton said he would
have been content, personally,
'to giviVlt a chance to ·work.
But pressure from lawmakers,
who wanted complete repeal,
forced him to step. in ·and try
to preserve some portions of
the act, he said.

."

...

-~:-")Ye'r.f ~g to_ 51!v'e the es•-1
sential elements__,_-:an:d I think ·
we will do that;" lie saiii.: ;j;it:!l.,t~
~:: ;Theis~ eleinents7iesatf"W]
-elude
)nsurance
reforms:,
that
•
'
-~·•· ,,
-' >,i,
assure
a ·person can·•.earry a. policy :from one· ioli to 'andi:her;;J
. guaranteed renewability of poF}
· ·.rrantees·tbat
.icies'... antr
.. gu____
,__... pcili-1
··-

/~iili
;~e!!!~t:::-p~::t-1
.. . .
. ,. ". . . ., J¥ ,.,.~-- i
d 1tlons · · ·. · · '

·' ·• .. -·
,, ,P~tt~n said ~eople in tl).e;J,at'._"\
ter group w_ould. have to pay J
more for: insurance coverage.·
"It will probably be twice .as '
·much," but not
10 tinies as'
.. . . ·---,-;. -.,.. J.' '
much , he said.. <::':,'·, · ,:,·,,,;•·. •
. The governor said the,'legislation· also would try. to preserve. sonie form of standard;
ized insurance plans for:people
·who want to ·comparison shop.
But other. plans ·.would be
available as well, Iii said'.'-:: ___ ,
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:or:'.ldr,,l'oolball

1

The decision does not require
fli:ther approval and takes effect

Wlt~:es~:m~~n~sed in Divi-'
sion I-A- bowl
games this past 1
•
i
:i .. - •.: - ~ ".'"f-•i,' 'YJ:i,;t..:-tr1.. ~·.i;f;.;a. season and 1s the same procedure
•: ··KANSAS ~•CITY;- :t,fo. ~"'-sed · I
~- • • NCAA f Overtime will oe'parfof major-. llb II mhamow~r-ulhV}SIOn d.
001t
- , f" baJJ' th'- 'fa!J'~.•-1},"'"" a C ptons tps an_ regu ar_':\)J)ege. i:iot .,.-,.,J~"-·•"' i,,,_,f,, season league games m several
-'
··meIud'mg th e Oh'10
...• ..The
. _- :NGAA
. . ,footliall
. . . .. . . .rules
, .... J cou,erences,
co~ttee::v~ted-:y~\etday- to i Valley. .
reimre a tiebf~_l;f.ll) all
The tiebreaker was used for the
. fe?t12a]l ~~-.-if,t;~ef,,*ri'1~};~1 first time _in Division I-A in the Las '
•·•.· ~'.fhe_~num~-~~ particu, i Vegas Bowl in December, with
.!arly:sens_ttiv_.. 7to__ tli_.e_,_o_y__ ~h-~mi-, 1 T9ledo ~ting Nevada 40-37 in the
, mg }:~ia1,1d~~ ~f.~eJ?jv_is101,1):~,:J first overtime. · ·. ·
, ,
·~aclles· becad
-be~cw~~)irealither i , Nevada had the first possession
·wasalrea y· mg
:mo er- -- - . · - -,
• , ,. .- -- ·•_ct·• y· --· '!Joor - J of overtime but could manage only 1
10
di
· -vi_srul~i..• §ill .·:•.:.:~_~,:;.,c:=91_1 a field goal. Toledo· then scored a
the·- es--conunm= --u=u•1u,
- hd
• f
I
·
·
·and'Georgia atlile!ic clliector::: , I touc own mCo ourh Cphriays,Ault "d
Nevada ac
s
sai
he
happy with the· overtime .
-rule, despite the loss.
· "Tie games are· ·a crime in
college football," Ault said after the
game.
·
In the overtime, each team gets
one possession, . starting on the
opponent's 25. The team winning
the coin toss can choose to start on
offense or defense, or it can choose.'
which 25-yard line the possessions
will start on. Each team begins
each possession on the same end of ;
the field.
·
. _
,
A possession· ends when a team
scores, commits a turnover or fails
to convert on fourth· down. The
game ends when the score is no
longer tied at the end of an overtime. No clock is used.

;,·_i.. •"_,,.•,~ASSoclATED
'"-: ,,,.,,... 1.e'74•'&.,·.,.o"i'•,;;-,;~-.
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II TEACHER SCHOLARSHIPS

Bill changes requirements: The Senate Education Committee voted 8-3 yesterday for a bill that ·
would change the requirements for the state scholarship program for future ieachers. SB 152, sponsored by
Sen. Gerald Neal, D-Louisville, would change the _
scholarship program to one based on financial need
instead of based strictly on a student's academic standirig. Neal argued that the requirements for admission
to the state's teacher training programs are much more
rigorous than the academic standards in current-law
anyway and that the money should go to students who
need it. Some committee Republicans wanted to keep
some of the standards outlined in current law and
include a student's need in the criteria. "I'd.rather have
talented people who happen to be prosperous than .
· impoverished people who happen to be imbeciles," said
Sen. Walter Baker, R-Glasgow.
·

LJ;XINGTON, i'\Y, ■ t'RIDAY, t-ESRUARY'1b, 19

,Sod9my .charge
in Morehead
case· dismissed
BY Scori LEARN
.

NORTHEASTERN KENruCKY BhREAU

MOREHEAD _.::.' Prosecutors have dropped a
sodomy charge against a former Morehead State University professor accused of hypnotizing and sexually
assaulting a student in 1993,
.. ·.
The order dismissing the first-degree sodomy
charge against James E. Quisenberry of Morehead was
entered Wednesday by Special Judge Samuel Long.
Long also dismissed a lawsuit that tl)e ·student
filed against Quisenberry in August 1994, court officials said. It was unclear yesterday whether there had
been a monetary settlement in that case because Long
sealed the court file.
·
_ Quisenlierry, a Morehead State professor for 25
years and a former faculty 'senate president, was indicted in February 1994. The felony charge carried a
· potential 20-year prison sentence.
·
A student in a summer school speech class told the
grand jury that Quisenberry performed fellatio on him
during a July 1993 visit to the professor's office, according to police and court documents.
The student, 17 at the time, said Quisenberry invit-.
eel him to his office to work on enunciation problems,
then put him into a temporary trance using a relaxation technique taught in class.
The boy said he came out of the trance and caught
Quisenberry performing fellatio.
. Quisenberry, a long-time minister_ at a Salt Lick
Christian church, said he did see the student in his office. But he vehemently denied hypnotizing or molesting the boy, who was participating in an Upward
Bound program for high school students.
Quisenberry declined comment yesterday, referring
questions to his attorney, Michael Campbell. Campbell
did not return phone Cqlls.
The mother of the student, now 20, also declined to
comment..
•
.
Commonwealth's Attorney George Moore said the
,;.$ldent and· his· mother wanted. him to drop the
::charge.
_ ·
·
· .
" , The student was the only witness, and each side
:,1-,ad psychologists who disagreed about the credibil:: \fy of the student's story, Moore said.
"~" The psychologist for the defense thought the
~_\lby would have been able to resist a sexual adQj,,l!-nce, he said.
w;, Because the st:1d~!1t was older than 15 at the
'.!time of the alleged mc1clent, prosecutors would have
•·had to prove that the sex act was not consensual to
'...make the charge stand; Moore sap.
·
·;:_::. "We had dueling psychiatrists, and that factor
~ifiade me understand why the complaining witness
;'.~uld not want to go forward," he said. "It was not
;:,i;:case where there was a clear-cut legal conclusion
that I could draw."
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MSU-PCC building
project. lauded by
state·
1awrriakers·
-~- ·-

.•
.i

.

~

.
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By MAIIELYNN CoLDiRON

. ~ . .· · - ~ .

; · "We were 'particularly im-

·o~v...

MOREHEAD Paul
Patton- said he expects funds
will be available :July l for a
joint building project between
Morehead State University and
Prestonsburg Commwiity College.
."'-"- ,o,;,·.. . ·
The project is beiiiif hailed
as a first between a· four-year
state institution ·-=-ana~ -Uni- .
versity · of Kentt1_~ky c_o_mmunity college .. Patton. in- ..
eluded $5.5 million· for initial
work .on· the· $ll! Jll11llon com,: :
. plex on the PCC campus in liis •
. 1996-98_ budget. wbli:h .is;niak:
ing ftirway through the legisla- .
tw-e. . . ··:·.-· ::.-.:!~k.;,!'.:.:1; .. ·. ~;." .:•.~
Lawmakers have responded
favorably to the proposal, said
Keith _Kappes, an MSU vice ·
president· who is· flie. µni- versity's legislative liaison-..'.'•'; .
"We've been' pleased'' with '
the response;"t:he saHL
"There's quite a liif of:suppoi:t..
You're looking at;tliJ;ee parts ·
(including UK) of,..th!i ,higher
education system _working · to- '
gether. This has ·never happened bef~re cin a building.'.'.
'The joint venture is' 'seventh
on a list of 25 projects that Patton hopes to pay for with surplus funds. The $5.5 .million
would pay for design and.some
construction. -- - · ·· · · ·- ____ : ·
. "I really -feel like there's
going to be enough surplus to
do·. all 25 · capital construction
projects," said Rep. Rocky Adkins D-Sandy Hook/' : ,..,,, ..·,., ·
• 'H~use budget'.'cli'.ief 'Harry.
Moberly, D-Richmond, also
,: ..~.:·: ,'. • ~ :_ --~ .:::.:.~~,...:.:. .;i'_

.
.,_. __
:voiced optimism about the

:project.
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:pressed with' tnat because it is
:a joint project between Presto:nsburg and Morehead State,"
;he said. "That's the kind of co:operation we're looking for."
: The complex will serve as. a
:c1assroom/health education
;building for FCC and a, Big
;Sandy. Extended Campus Cen;ter for Morehead State. The
'. universit)I' . has outgrown the
:space it currently .leases in a
)Prestonsburg shopping center,
,for which it.pays $128,000 an-.

:nually.

. :J?:

;~;,;);~:r;;· :.:·~:,~:

, The two mstltutlons opgi:nally budgeted .for separate
: buildings, but agriied late last
:year to work together on a sin: gle complex.
·
: "We feel this partnership
: will actually save taxpayers
: money through sharing of re. sources between institutions,"
; PCC President Deborah Floyd
: said in a recent statement.
; · If. the two buildings had been
: constructed separately, the
: total cost would have been
· $15.3 million. Moreover,
: Kappes pointed out, MSU will
: reap a huge savings, since it
: had planned to pay for the center from. its own operating
budget and not state funds.
The two institutions are still
working out the details for
sharing the new facility.. . ... ,
The relationship between
the two institutions hasn't always been smooth, as evidenced by a recent dustup _over
Morehead State televising
dergraduate courses in PCC's
territory; . ·, .'"• -·

un-

MSU President Ronald Eaglin said the joint project is
"one that will bring us closer
together physically and that
will help with other aspects."
-- Before the two schools
agreed to share a building, the
MSU Foundation. Inc. purchased, in · conjunction with
the city of Prestonsburg, a·twoacre tract for the new extended
campus location riext ·
the
site of the Mountain Arts Center:
..
-~appe_s said the· $250,000 ·
spent on the purchase won't be ·
lost. The university;s•· lease'
·purchase agreement' with
Prestonsburg contains a'clause ·
allowing ·it' to sell· tiie·"1and ·I
back to the. city,'· But ~ppes; :
who is · the. foundatfoii'i;' ·chief "
executive" officer, said ·;'the ·
foundation has been appr9ached :.abou~· the,_ ~ct_: liy~
5!lvetal commercia.l"iiiterests: -. J

to

?,t!~t•~-~-~ttfu.~;~~ro~~y~'\ -~e~
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urge m_ore

Ads
college fundi,ng
A citizens' group has launched
an ad campaign tliat questions the
level of state funding for higher
, education. ''We've lost ground and
it's not somethini: we sliould be
proud of," said Jun W1Seman, the
ad campaign's coordinator.
. .,
Kentucky Advocates for Higher.
Education sponsors the.ads. .. """
- Some of the 'IV ads were to · ~
/ begin airing yesteiilay,'and several"
. radio and print ads have already
appeared;said Wiseman, who is
also a vice president atTwota.
. bithe ads, an annolDlcer'says I Kentucky is ranked 'SO!lfln the
: niltion in the level of fun!fing in•
creases per full-time student, then
notes state residents wouldn't
j
stand for that situation if be were -~·
talking about sports teams.
ifr,,<>
, Tbe eight radio ads feature a ·
university's sports team, with the
team's announcer s~g.
_.::,:;1
The Advocates thls'year had lob-·
bied for a 7 pen:ent increase for ·
higher education; but Go\'. Paul ·
Patton called instead (or'a 4 pen:ent
increase in the nmsear:·· ·-~,..,
\Vlseniaii sald lhe11 '·_u ·doesn't
.P to·''"',
·c
ethlsy . ~ · ··. 'but ~--~
m~ers.bope tlil!t
er educa- ..
lion wi!FJ>eci!ii'ie'a.Wipriority the _'.
followi'!S Yeiir: ·....llfl
- · 'f}

really~-e,•
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We're No. 50: Ads aim
to raise college ranking
BY ANGIE MUHS
HERALirlEADER EDUCATION WRITER

When it comes to sports, Kentuckians expect top
performances from their universities.
Now, a citizens' group that lobbies for higher education is trying to convince the population that it
should demand more on other playing fields, too.
The Kentucky Advocates for Higher Education is
poised to kick off an ad campaign that questions the
level of state funding for liigher education.
Some of the television ads are expected to begin
airing today, and several radio sports and print ads
have already appeared, said Jim Wiseman, the Advocates' former chairman.
The ads, which were created by Meridian Communications, revolve around a sports theme. An announc! er says that Kentucky is ranked
:· 50th - then notes that the state's
· residents wouldn't stand for that
showing if he were talking about
sports teams.
.
There also are eight radio ads,
each targeted to feature a nearby
university's sports teams, with that
• team's anrtoi11icer doing the voiceover, said Mary Ellen Slone, Merid: ian's chairwoman and chief execµ. live officer.
.The ad refers to a national report that found that .Kentucky had
· ranked last in the nation in the lev•
· el of funding increases per full-time
student, Wiseman said.
"We've lost ground and it's not
· something we should be proud of,"
. said Wiseman, .a vice president at
. Toyota who coordinates the Advo. cates' public relations campaign.
"We ought to have more people
jumping up and down and screaming about this."
·
The Advocates this year had
been lobbying,for a 7 percent increase for higher education, but
Gov. Paul Patton called instead for
a 4 percent increase in ·the next
. year.
.. .
All eight state universities and
65 civic and business groups
statewide had backed the Advocates' position.

"We're disappointed the increase is only 4 percent," Wiseman
said. "We don't think it's nearly
enough."
Wiseman said the group was
''pessimistic" that the campaign
would change this year's budget.
But the fact that Patton has said he
wants to make higher education a
top priority offers some hope for
the following year, he said.
"The proof is in the pudding,"
he said. "So far, it's mainly talk. so
we'll see."
· The ad campaign cost about
$50,000 to produce, Wiseman said.
The Advocates raised the money
through donations from Toyota,
Ashland Oil, GTE and South Central Bell as well as other companies throughout the state, he said.
Meridian also donated a "significant" amount of in-kind work, he
said. ·
The group is trying to work
with universities to get free airtime
or space for as many spots as possible, he said.
·
Bernie
Vonderheide,
a
spokes~~n.. fo: the lipiversity of

Kentucky, said the university will
start running the Advocates' spot
in the free advertising time it receives as part of the broadcast contract for UK sports.
UK gets seven 30-second television spots each week for free as
part of the contract, Vonderheide
said. It also gets radio time on more
than 100 stations around the state.
Until this week, UK had been
using that time to run its own ad
campaign, •UK is Worth It!", which
also lobbied for more state funding.
· UK's campaign, which cost
about $7,200, was paid for by pri•
vate donations to the university,
Vonderheide said. ·
Vonderheide said UK will provide spots for the Advocates'. ads
through March 30. ·
.·
"We were glad to help them get
· their message out," he said.
·
Slone said Meridian was willing
· to work on the project because of
its interest in higher education and
economic development.
· .' "We know how critical higher
education is," she said. "We could. n't say no to them.''. "••.· · ·

.~_i:,·
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.He:nrji. :s·ays chaiiges_··:-: _:
/in health-care· refoims:
will litre· insurers: back
,.

•

•

I

: i ., .
By GIL LAWSON

. Jane Chiles, co-chairwoman of Ken•
tuckians for Health Care Reform. She
· cited the changes that will allow in· FRANKFORT, Ky. _..: The ad!iunis- surers to set rates based on health
tration's health-care proposal is de- status, meaning that older and sicker
signed to open the door for insurance people will face higher premiums.
, companies io return to Kentucky, U.
The latest plan says there would be
Gov. Steve Henry said yesterday.
a "total m~um spread" for rates
· The latest draft of the plan was cir- of 13.33 to 1, apparently meaning the
culated to legislative leaders yester- highest-priced plan · for individuals
day, and Henry said a final bill is ex- could be 13.33 times as expensive as
·.. :· :
.
pected next wee~ It is intended to ad• the lowest premium.
The proposal circulated by Henry
dress complaints about Kentucky's
1994 hea(th-care-reform law, but re• also says that any proposed legisla•
form supporters fear the administra• tion requiring illSUrers to cover a cer·
lion has been swayed by the insur- tain condition must have an impact
report that assesses both the social
ance industry.
As The Courier.Journal reported and financial effects."
Henry and Gov.· Paul Patton have
yesterday, the proposal would abolish
the state Health Policy_ Board and the been meeting with. a bipartisan group
state's health-insurance. · purchasing of lawmakers to discuss the law. The
alliance. Insurers once ·again could Department of Insurance convened a
consider a person's health history in task force, most 'of \vhose members
_
setting rates, although the state would · are insurance ~epreSentatives.
Henry insisted :in the radio inter· also require insurers to accept a limit•
view that there would be protections
, ed number of high-risk customers.
''We've got insurance companies for the elderly 'and "sick. ·"We don't
that are wanting to come back in the mind ·subsidizing these individuals to
state if we get this bureaucra':l' off some degree, but to the extent it's doutheir backs," Henry said in a radio in• bling our rates in Kentucky; no, we're
terview with the Kentucky News Net- not willing ·to ao· ihat; artd I think
work. 11 But the rates must · come that's what the legislature has said."
Legislative leaders said yesterday
down." Several Insurers have stopped
doing business or threatened to leave that there has been no final agreement on the plan and.that they hope
Kentucky because of the reforms.
But reform supporters say the latest hearings will be held soon.
Senate President John "Eck" Rose
plan goes too far in giving the i_nsurance industry what it wants. They of Winchester said he feared a repeat
fear the plan will :result in a return to of 1994, when the health-care bill was
practices that made.it difficult for sick nearly lost in .the ,contentious last
people to get insurance. . ;:· :::~ • · days of the session.._ ... .r. .·' '- - ·,:
Reform backers are alarmed thaf lnfomiaUon for ttili,""iioiy· wn atoo . ·
the ·proposal "gives major conces- gatllered by stalhntma Tom Loftus
.-.-;~,,.:~,l
sions to the insurance industry," said ancl'Merk SChaver.
--..J ...... --~--~-----·-- ··•'-•'•
...... . ' .
-· ··- ..·
Staff Writer,
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■ The five-member state Health Policy Board, created to cany out the reform law, would disappear, with its
functions parceled out to other state
agencies.
■ The purchasing alliance, an insurance buying pool intended to lower
prices through competition, would be
phased out. Instead, the creation of private, voluntary purchasing cooperatives
BY JIM WARREN
would be encouraged. Some chambers of
HERALD-LEADER MEDICAL WRITER
commerce already want to build such
FRANKFORT - Legislation to
cooperatives for employees of their
radically change or eliminate many
member businesses.
key provisions of Kentucky's con■ Under the current reform law, introversial 1994 health-care reform . surers can market only four standard
1
law could be unveiled as early as
plans. The new ·proposal would allow
next week, legislative leaders said
four standard plans too, but it also
yesterday.
would free insurers to develop other
As now planned, the proposal
plans; ·tailored to -the needs of spec;ific
would abolish the state Health Polgroups. , :.'
.: ..... , . ...' :'.
icy Board, replace the st:1te Health
■ .Insurers would be required to
Purchasing Alliance . with vol1:11!·
hold two 30-day open enrollment peritary private cooper~t1ves, prov1d~
ods annually, during which people with
guaranteed issue, of_ msuran~e polipre-existing medical problems Would be
cies only on a hm1ted basis, and
guaranteed
9f being able t? buy cover-.
once again allow insurers to conage ~ if they could afford 11.
sider people's health in figuring
, --·Under this plan, patterned after one
.
•-:-.
premiums.
in Ohio . high-risk paiients {:OUld • be
The main goal, said House Macharged 'up to double the rates healthy .
jority Leader Greg Stumbo, D-Pi:espeople pay. And ins~ers,)Vould hav~. to
tonsburg, is to bring down the high
accept only a certam number !)f highinsurance premiums that have
risk patients. The number has not been
been blamed on the reforms that
set, but in Ohio it is one-·half of one perthe General Assembly passed two
cent of ari insurer's ~ofal number of;,_
years ago.
" · ·.::: . · ,,. :., . •:-c-clie'.nts.
-t ;,__I. - •. ··• ·1 '.- :i: 5-'. ? . · ·: -·. :
"We have to make sure ·that
.
■ Now, person with pre-exis~ng
rates will be rolled back to the
medical problem can buy a new pohcy.
point ... tl,at Kentu_ckians who have , and
get full coverage in six _mon\~s. Unbeen seeing these 50,'·60;-100 per- : der the new proposal,. that person s precent rate increases won'1: lu.i"'.~.•to . existing problem -wouldn't be covere_d
do that," Stumbo sai(:[:---•-•~~~~-"f'.o,,-•:«:f! :for a full year. Proponents say t)ns
Tuesday will mar~ the halfway ' would discourage people from buymg
point of the currimt session,, but Stumbo
insurance only after they get sick:
. ...
insisted there is adequate time to study
·
■ The reform law's "modified comand pass the new reform proposals. .
munity rating'' system now prohibits i!1Details of the legi~laJ;ion are S)lll
surers from_ considering health status m
coming together but the general outline
that has been ~de public quickly _drew
fire yesterday from one of the architects
of the 1994 reforms.
. ·
,, ,;"This would essentiall{-~n_iou~t to
turning back the dock, and g1vmg m !o
the insurance industry lobby," ~aid
state Rep. Ernesto Scorsone, D-Lexmg-

He1llth plan
changes are
nearly ready

a

I

ton.Scorsone, wno has inlr?d~c~ci .a bill.
calling for milder changes m the reform
law says he agrees insurance rates
mu~t come down. But he i(lsisted that
can be done without trashing the reforms. He suggested that the state fr~e
insurance rates for one year - allowmg
consumers to renew policies at current
rates ....:. while officials carefully study
how to proceed. Any changes ~ould be
undertaken after the. moratorium, he
said .
r
. ;Passing this new-~: woµld gut
the best parts of the reform law, 'without
· ---• ---~- ·· that. tlie. ii!i\s will i:ome
guaranteeing
.... ~--·•,,,h ,, ...
down," "Scorsone saiil: :_-rors·t e ~onsumer, it's the worst_l!fJ?.i>tli ~~rid~. . :
•· .. Rep.. Ernest Fle!c~er; R:J.ex!ng\on, a
inember of a,bipartisan legu;1:',tiv~.~el
preparing the new reform le~sl'.'tion,-aclaiowledged yesterday that 11 still would
leave premiums well above 1994 le_ve\s.
But he ,il)si~ted.insutal}ce: l:>,~!.!'.}L
_would be better ,o~ than;Jlow, ·., ., _...,,, __,."
"We're not gomg to come out m suppqrt of something unless,~w~ h,a,Ye. S?me .
objective data ~ t ~lio~s ifs, jtOl?g to
make rates..more reasonable il?d )mike
sure that people are ~vered "."1th, m:W::.
,iuwe they can #onl,;fletch':1'~~--, .
.,,1 r.uere are sotne of,hlg!t JX?l!lts_.,,,;~ ., • -'~j th' b"partisiuicoriimlttee IS cons. e 1
,,· . . ~-~_,.~.-.,
.
C

"""'

•

ncr ., . .,
·~

•

'

... _

·':-,,.:..

•

•

_..,_.,._.,..,. ......... ~-0-.v,,,, ---•

a

figuring premiums. This would be repla~ed by experience or risk rating, in·
which health would be considered. That
could spell savings for those in good
health, and higher costs for those who.
have health problems. The proposed
new system, however, would provide
limits on charges.
In one example cited for the individual market, premiums for an 18-year-old
: in bad health could be no more than 50
percent higher than those for a person
the same age in good health. But an elderly person with severe h~alth problems would pay up to 12 !lmes more
than the healthy 18-year-old.
: ·
Fletcher said yesterday that legislators want independent actuarial firms,
I which the state recently hired, to devel1 op projections of_ what :,v~uld happen to
insurance premiums. if ._the proposed
changes become law. . . ·7: ..__ . . .:
"Even. if we didn't have the reform
law rates would not go back to the 1994
lev;l," ·he said. •"We're going to try to
, make sure there are somewhere between
10 or 15 percent maximum increase in
I acost
over the pre-House Bill 250 level.
, That'll still be a marked decrease for
lmanypeople." ·/.: .. : ..-:·' · Meanwhile, StumbQ s~1d he. w,Md
. file a separate _bill yester~ay phas_mg out
; the provider tax on ·doctors over three
· years as Gov. PauL Patton had proposed.
Lt. Gov. Steve Henry; who has b~n
: working with the bipartisan group m
I drawing up new reforin.~ .~id' yesterday
I he thinks the packag~ ts1a!Jout 95 per, cent complete, and t!mt~.,~1.ll should_ be
I ready next week Henry said some 1m•
· portant issues are stilno· be resolved by
panel members, but · d_eclined to say
.
..
.. , •--tlJ•,; ..
· what they are.
• ~ .. .. . . .
"We're trying to. work out the conflicts now before this thing hits the
floor," he said. "We want to make sure
consumers are protected, atld tqat any
loopholes are dosed.~ . ,~·.
~
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GQ.-}lui T~JI

urinu liis·cimpaign;
tini'i~ties ~riitQl-o~ ihe coimnuni.;, of the regi~~ univ~tlci say that
.l soril~
a,r:.·· '
Pattrin promisec;I to make
colleges iri their
arglling that th1 . community collegesJ1ave fiiiictioned as!·': (rom·;i. . . . . ,. ' ·,
- ·
_tio_n,,especially ~ighei: education, ,i 'wo1;1l<! make them more.responsive Ip
f""':1':'5 to UK and.~. its cen!ers of
< ·\ -a~le in
vo-.
top pnonty. In a meeting with the state regional ernpl(lyment needs and more
pohttcal support,around the state. (For-1 : diploma.
. ·
.~ '~::~
~uncil on Higher, Education he assured convenient, to_ area students. . , . . ,
m~ Gov. Ed!''!1'? T, Breathitt says that :;_ . There is also the, pr_oposal. to ~ta '
tis members that more money would be
Lately, thts pressure has mteqsified. this ~s the tmtial purpose of the com-, ,..bsh for a new cooperative venture;1ail.
forthco~ if they ~uld co_me UP. with ()_ne group wants the community colleges mumty colleg!'8; jt_ is my rei;ollection that : engineeri~ ~ center in Pal:!~,
mnova?ve_plans for tmpi:ovmg higher
given autonomy. State Rep. Fr~ Curd, the found_ers ~ten,d~_fo~ I?= to _f~
Some $8 million~- been
education m the state.
\ . : of Murray, wants the commu::,:.i colstudents mto the·wuvenitly system m I to finance constniclion of such a · · •
•
That sounds reasonab!e, ,iliough ·. . , \ leges taken from UK, the vo- ,schools general).· . ·· i}: \ ' . '· · .
, ; · though its operation wotil<I be ta¼," ·' ' .
;:ame univ::r5ity _officials said, in effect: ~~'. taken from the supervi~ion of the Work- : · Whatever th{p~ a !iuq,risingiy, ported UK will o~ it:uul,gpm~th\1-;,\li
He doesn t have_ any Pl;!n. so he wan~
force pevelopment <;abmet _and the two
small percentage of community college, .. - degrees, but. Murray Stahl will ~·~us to come up wit!t one. Ot)iers,w~n: ,. combmed.un~er th';l!':0~,8eJl"f\te
.. graduates enroll at UK's main campus,! • courses there,. . , ·· . .
·lij.
dered who _would Judge th~ tnOIJYlltive- _ board.
. ,'
. , -;·; . :
. i There are no available data on this, liut !·
At any rate, t!tere appears to bL~l!/
ness o_f t~eu: proposals.
. , .. · '
. '. \
Part of this idea stems fr?m the belief · some believe that community college
p_lenty of suggestions for. Patton to, CO!f· .
Certainly there has been no-shor!af!e .., that, under UK, the commumty colleges ,graduates account for too much of the · ! sider, and plenty ~f rea.5?ns for concero
of suggestions for changing the shape, ,,_ are not fulfilling .their original mission of , demand for remedial _education when . i about the acadermc offenngs of the ~
goals and function of the state's universi' :, (1) preparing an,J feeding into the univer- they transfer to the 1J1Uversities, the cost 1 •sys~ to wammt an?ther- look. .A;~
ties, community colleges and voca\ional-. sity system students not ready or able to of which is the subj~ of complaints by i P~~ n':~ of:i:high.school grad!!;•
technical schools. And, as usual, t,nanY of,. go directly to a university from high
university officials:
a
mg . mto e. ~ eqt!~tioil
the idt;a5 ~ rooted m~re in personal~ !'· school; (2) pro~ding traini~ l~ng_to a:{ ' The fact that the practical offerings, : ~~
or.regional.mterest •thanu,.thebYeiall..
_of the' commlllll'tycollegesan·-dcum'cu·.· ,,• work More as o o/~UUJi-~uu
,. ·,
,
, ... ··
, two-year,assoctatedegreemaJolHlnent•
. .
- .
Iedial~. rommum
soundness and effictency of lhe system- · ed education; and (3) providmg a liberal-:·•:;-iuni of the vo-•- 0 L schools often overlaP. ! . 1 · •
.. . .,,_ •" .
·,. arts ba , th ,
h thi .• , • • ...1
. =•
,
eges give rem
courses mil'··
At present the community colleges
. se ,or .ose ,or w om s ts a · ,. has {!reduced serious iirging that the two : 11000 tud ts (25
,f
··
are administered and, to a, C?OS-i~erable , :: terminal degree. .
.
,.. systems be ~1!1bined. ~des ct!tting . : . ll)g de:ees)~d to
• degree, regula_ted by the Umversity of .-.:r~ut are the C0111!'11llllty !'?lieges per- ; costs b:,: ay01ding dup~catiCJI!, some
- , percent ·of.degree-seekers.·
,,;;,. .'•
Kentucky. Tots has n~ver_pleased every-._ fonnmg these functio':1s? Cnti<;S argue
: tend, this wo'!1d est;iblish imifonn si:a~ 1 • This would indicate ~t oiit'-i
one. There has long been pressure from:',. that UK does a good Joh of bncks-and- , · ards and cumcula,,and offer vo-tech ' . schools are simply not,d0 · the•i;;i;.;ill,.
regional politicians - in and out.of the" ~ortar a?"'inistration but heglects the
students more liberal-arts training than ' that coll e entrarite . !118 - ~
edu~t!<:>n_system - to g\ye regional
preparation of the students. Support~th~y_ now_itet. And,
practical matter, 109 relax"!!.
. ,~~~~
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Don't ruin success of:
·community colleges
by changing them
BY UNDA N. MAYHEW
schools and the community col1
or the more than 30 years of leges. Several other coinmunity col-!
its existence. the. University
lege associate degree programs give·
of Kentucky Community Col- degree credit for work done at the
Jege System has served the state
technical schools. Additional agreewell, fulfilling its legislated mission ments are being stildied. ·
'
of providing the first two years of
· No improvement ;_,ould result.' '
baccalaureate programs, technicalfrom placing the highly successful
associate degree programs and
community col·
·
adult continuing education.
lege business and
Today, more than one-third ·of
industry training
Tlle
all students enrolled in credit
courses under dif- community
courses at the state's public higher ferent govercolleges have
education institutions are enrolled
nance. Separating nourished as
at a community college, with ala~istration of. . members of
most one-half that number. enrolled · ~cal asso- · _ the University
in technical degree programs. More crate degree pro,
f k' nt ky
'. than 17,000 Kentuckians are curgrams from that O e UC
rently_gaining access to baccalaure- of pre,baccalaure- Community
ate degree programs through the
ate programs
· •· College
community colleges.
would complicate System and
•·'·In addition to credit course of-· the offering of
:er.,.•; have
, ferings, the community colleges
general education •...-.. ·. ed · ·
; have taken the lead in contractual ·bycoursesboth,~dedre- u:S_quu:'ro1ealn
· training for Kentucky's business
cvw
and industries. Each year, through suit in wholesale· ·· providing
self-supporting courses and cori, proliferation of
·0educatlon .
tractual training, the community
general education and training
colleges provide continuing educaofferings and · . . fcir citizens
tion to almost 40,000 Kentucky citi- could endanger
throughout
zens.
. the transfer
pro,
the
state....
grams that pro,
''"· Senate Bill 69 and Senate Bill
vide the only via- Tlle quality of
81, currently in committee, propose ble access to
. training
. placing admin
· istration of all asso,
ff red b h
, ciate degree programs and educabaccili;ureate
O e
Yt e
' tion training contracts with private education for . , !)Ommunlty .
business and industry under the
· many Kentuckicolleges Is
Department for Technical Educa- · ans. The <;hanges
"'-widely
tion within the Cabinei for WorkP!{lposed 10 these recognized by
force Development New associate
bills would seg- business and
degree programs would be required ~~ the threefold
·( d st .
to'conform to Council on Higher
_rrussmn ?f the
• •. n,_u ry:
Education guidelines but the State
communi_ty col. Board for Adult and Technical
leges 'Yh!le n~~-- .
Education would be the recomlessly !ll~mg the complexity of
mending body on all new and exist- admirustrative bureaucracy.
ing associate degree programs.
.The community colleges have
The recent study of duplication flourished as members of the Uniof programs in Kentucky post-secversity of Kentucky Community
; ondary education found less dupliCollege System and have assumed
cation between the community cola unique role in providing educaleges and the vocational technical
tion and training for cili,,ens
schools administered under the .
throughout the state. .All of the
Cabinet for Workforce Development ·colleges in the community college
than between the regional universi- system are accredited by the South' ties and the technical schools.
•· em Association of Colleges an'd
1 •·
Certain! · creased articulati , · '· Schools. Through block transfer
I and cooper.itio~ between Ken- on legislation, recipients of community
I tucky's higher education institu· C!)llege associate degrees are con. lions and the state's vocational
s1dered to have completed the gen' technical schools and technology
era! ~u<l!tion .~uirements ~f the
centers, as well as private higher
sta~.s umvers1ties. The.quality of
education institutions, is desirable,
training ?ffei:ed by the ~mmunity
but, for the community colleges, .
coll~ 1s WJ~ely recognized by
that can be accomplished easily
busmess and mdustry,
·
under the present administrative
· To jeopardize the effectiveness
structure.
_
of the community colleges as SB 69.
·•'··Afticu'lation agreernenis dating and SB 81 would do is uncoliscionafrom 1990 equate community colble. I and my colleagues at Elizalege iechnical courses with more .. _l>@.l.tf!~.~ty ~liege. . ,
than 80 similar counies offered by
·stro~ly_ urge_ that these bills and
state vocational-technical schools.
any §imilar bills ~ defeated.
.·
Iii addition, there are four. agree--~ t~f :···· i"ifi,l~t~~
, ~ts for four_one-pl"'!:One_asso"°■.lhula N.: Mai~'is"''lr~'.. ~!_e degree programs mcluding
";lnatlcs professof at ,i=llzaliethtliwn
'':IV.l!fk from both the ~ · ; ~ · · ' .• 1.:~munity ~_;:1:- ~•'.ffl

F

I

~c~~:,,;~.:..u-,.,:•,, ·..A&·--· 11e:gr;;J!}~;.l~i~W'.!f!.m;Isv.il~:~,i~~.m
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Ky. Wesleyan moves

to freeze tuition costs
BY ANGIE MUHS
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER

An independent Kentucky college will freeze its tuition for the
next school year in a move
prompted by concerns that college
costs are getting out of hand.
Kentucky Wesleyan College in
Owensboro will keep its tuition at
$8,950 for the 1996-97 year.
"All of us are concerned that
we not price ourselves out of the
market," said Wesley Poling, Kentucky Wesleyan's president. "It's
something on the minds of a lot of
presidents these days."
Kentucky Wesleyan·s move is
not unprecedented. In fact, some
private colleges, including orth
Carolina Wesleyan and Muskingum College in Ohio, have even
announced plans to cut their tuition rates by several thousand dollars.
So far, though. no other Kentucky private colleges have nioved
to freeze or cut tuition, said Fred
Mullinax, president of the Association of Independent Kentucky Colleges and Universities.
Poling said Kentucky Weslevan's decision stemmed from discussions among the college's faculty and trustees.
Kentucky Wesleyan tuition had
increased an average of 6 percent
each year for the last six years.
Poling said.
About 96 percent of students
there receive at least some financial aid, either in grants or loans,
he said.
Kentucky Wesleyan will have
to freeze its faculty and staff
salaries for the next year, Poling
said. Bur that decision had been

made before the board voted to
freeze tuition, he said.
The average tuition nationally
at four-year private coi!eges in
1994-95 was $9,995, according to a
study by the National Association
of Independent Colleges and Universities.
Those figures have left many
parents and students gasping from
"sticker shock" - and left the independent colleges scrambling to
persuade customers that the education they provide is worth it
Tuition prices even came up a
few weeks ago when President
Clinton spoke to the national association. He joked to the presidents
that they could make him a poor
man in a few years when his
daughter, Chelsea, enters college.
The higher tuitions have also
!)leant that independent colleges
are forced to funnel more of their
operating budgets toward scholarships that they award to students.
At Kentucky Wesleyan, about
25 percent to 28 percent of the op-
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erating budget goes to institutional
financial aid, compared to about 16
percent to 18 percent in 1989, Por:"1'\.,,...
ing said.
. V~
That has been the case at other
schools, too, said Mullinax of the
Kentucky independent colleges.
()/--'); ;
"It's been the fastest-growing
part of any small liberal arts college budget," Mullinax said. "It's a
growing concern."
Enrollment at Kentucky Wesleyan was 654 in fall 1995, which
marked an 11.4 percent decrease
from the previous year.
Poling said the college surveyed every student who didn't return. Financial concerns played a
role for some students, but it rarely
was the only reason for their decision, he said.
Officials do hope that the tuition freeze might keep or attract a
few dozen students who might not
have otherwise enrolled, he said.
"I think it sends a signal to the
current students and their families
that we're concerned about the
costs," he said. "It also sends that
message to prospective students."

.f (~
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WKU puts focus
on Barren County
Using a two-year. $30,000 grant
from the GTE Foundation, Western
Kentucky University will help prepare minority students from two
Barren County high schools to major in mathematics, the sciences or
engineering.
Up to 30 students in grades 10
and 11 at Glasgow and Barren
County high schools will participate: they can earn six hours of
college credit in math and science.
The program will use interactive
television links between WKU's
Bowling Green and Glas~ow campuses to provide instruction. and
Western also will provide special
programs and summer workshops
on its main campus.
African-American alumni and
students of Western will meet with
the high school students to talk
about science-related careers and
proV1de leadership training.

.1ur111s oner

wasn1ng'ton stuaents ary alternative

Prompted by health concerns; ·
student
complaints and proposed
SEATTLE POST-INTELLIGENCER
state
legislation,
six
'f EA TILE - Twenty Henry public institutionsWashington's
have
designat, Weinhard beer bottles lined ed 1,400 bed spaces as alcoholthe desk of Tom dos Reme,s, competing for space with his free living areas .. Those spaces
9 percent of all dorm
nputer, books and papers in his represent
housing
..
:rnitory room at Western WashThe nationwide trend of offer:ton University.
ing "dry" dorms has grown largeUiiHke similar displays in oth~ ly in response to two factors:
freshman dornis across the
alarming reports of binge drinkited States, this wasn't a moning and other alcohol-related
tent to teen-age chugging. The
problems on campuses, and limipty brown bottles once contations faced by schools in enforc~ed beer, all right, but it was
ing laws against drinking by mi:
:inhard's root beer.
nors.
"I don't drink, and I didn't
College administrators say it
nt to have to deal with a room- would be naive to think that all
te coining home drunk," said- on-campus drinking can be halt; Remedios. He has chosen to
ed. Alcohol-free dorms are viewed
~ in a section of Fairhaven Hall
as one way to address the needs
erved for students who sign
of ihose dorm residents who pre·eements to abstain from alcofer to abstain.
' as well as tobacco and drugs,
Even then, the program
ile living in the WWU dorm in works best only when students
lingham, 80 miles north of
- and not just parents with their
title.
fingers crossed - seek the no-alBY JOHN IWASAKI

coho! housing option. Participat- ·
ing students typically sign "wellness" agreements with the colleges, stipulating that they will
abstain from alcohol, as well as
tobacco and illegal drugs, while
living in the designated dorms.
As in regular dorms, the consequences for violators range
from administrative warnings to
police reports to eviction, depending on the severity of the conduct.
But violations in no-alcohol
dorms are unusual, and residents
generally laud the program for
providing a supportive environment.
Last fall, the University of
Washington and Washington
State University began offering
· alcohol-free floors, joining existing programs at The Evergreen
State College, WWU, Eastern
Washington University and Centra!Wasiilngton University. -The proposed state legislation
would require each conege to establish and publicize a process

for reporting complaints and violations of alcohol use, as wen as
illegal drug use. Coneges would
be required to "vigorously enforce'' those policies and procedures. Student violators would be
subject to discipline,
A 1993 survey of 17,592 students ~ not just dorm· residents
- at 140 four-year schools by the
Harvard School of Public Health
found that 44 percent of an col- · ·
lege students in the nation are
binge drinkers.
Binge drinking usually is defined as five or more drinks in a
_row.
Among the problems associated with binge-drinking are academic difficulties, unplanned sexual
activity and vandalism.
College housing directors, resident advisers, health coordinators and students say dry dorms
appeal to many students who do
not drink or who are in alcohol
recovery programs.
-~"You can talk to a person an
you want, but if you re tum him
to a (housing _situation where al-

coho! is prevalent), there's a very
high expectation that the negative
behavior will be sustained," said
Elizza Weitzman, a Harvard public health research specialist who
studied WWU's wellness program
last year.
In 1990, Evergreen became
one of the nation's first coneges
to offer alcohol-free dorm space.
Both Evergreen and WWU,
which began its program in 1993
as part of a comprehensive wenness project, have received national recognition for their efforts.
Some Evergreen students call
their no-alcohol dorm a "sanctuary."

At WWU, students say the
alcohol-free dorms have a greater
sense of "community" than do
other dorms because students often share similar values and .enjoy being with each other.
"It never enters our mind
that we could be getting drunk,"
said WWU sophomore Amanda
Bener.
"Everyone has the same
mind-set," said WWU senior
Glenn De Peralta, a resident advisor. "The pressure is off."
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Cooperation
2 schools will share building
Over the years, this news- nsburg and Morehead State,"
paper often has been critical said Rep. Harry Moberly, Dof the turf battles between Richmond, chairman -of the
the state's universities and House Budget Committee.
community colleges. Too "That's the kind of cooperamany times, the leaders of tion we're looking for."
Prestonsburg· is not the
Kentucky's institutions of
higher learning have allowed only· place . Morehead State
petty jealousies and their has worked well with other
own selfish interests to pre- institutions. Morehead, Ashvent them from working to- land Commrmity College and
Kentucky Tech-Ashland have
gether for the common good.
formed
a consortium to work
But today we use this
together to offer joint prospace to praise, not criticize.
In an all-too-rare example grams in Ashland.
Morehead did raise the
of cooperation, Morehead
State University and Presto- dander of officials at Prestonsburg Community College nsburg and at Maysville
are hoping to secure state Community College by using
funding for- one building to interactive television to offer
undergraduate courses in
.meet the needs of both.
The $13-million building on English composition and calPrestonsburg's campus culus to high school students
would be used by the com- in Mason and Magoffin counmunity college for lower- ties. Officials at· the comlevel courses and Morehead munity colleges complained
for upper-level and post- that Morehead failed to get
graduate courses. Currently, their permission before
Morehead leases space in a using the Kentucky
shopping center - at a cost TeleLinking Network to offer
of $128,000 annually - for its lower-level. courses in their
Big Sandy Extended Campus coverage areas.
The two courses - which
Center.
The schools originally offer high school and college
planned to build separate credit - are so speci~ed
buildings. Morehead's pri- and are taken by so few .stuvate foundation even spent dents that · we don't think
$250,000 to purchase· 1and they pose any threat to the
from the city of Prestonsburg community colleges; howfor a building. However, by ever, Morehead officials
agreeing to share, the uni- should have informed the
versity and community col- schools before offering the
lege are saving the state the classes. Indeed, the disagreecost of constructing and ment seems to have had
maintain_ing two buildings more to do with a lack of
and making maximum use of communication on Moreclassroom space. They also head's part than a battle over
have greatly increased the turf.
chances of getting the project
Gov. Paul Patton and legisfunded.
lators have let it be known
Although the building is . that they are not going to
number seven on a . list of look favorably on increased
state construction priorities, funds for higher educath;m
legislators hope to have until' the universities and
enough surplus funds to community colleges show
build it. "We were particu- they can work together. The
larly impressed· with (the joint Morehead-Prestonsburg
building) because it is a joint effort should be an example
project between Presto- for _others.

Ky. Tech tussle is
question of degree
BY ANGIE MUHS
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WAITER

FRANKFORT - An academic tussle over what a
"technical degree" really means is set to land in legislators' laps this morning,
The Senate Education committee is scheduled to
consider a bill filed by Sen. Nick Kafoglis, D-Bowling
Green, that would allow the-Kentucky Tech system to
award technical degrees in some of its_ programs instead of just diplomas.
Kentucky Tech contends that its programs are
complex enough to deserve degree status, which they
say implies· a higher education level than a diploma.
The change also would help Kentucky Tech gradui ·ates compete· with workers from
nearby states like Tennessee,
whose technical schools award degrees, Kentucky Tech officials say.
"The whole intent of the technical degree is to produce a credential
that would be accepted by business
and industry," said Bill Huston,
commissioner of the department of
technical education.
But higher education leaders
contend that allowing Kentucky
Tech to award degrees would create duplication with the community
college system, and even with universities that offer associate degrees. The change also would confuse the public, college administrators say.
"We don't think we should have
· two kinds of degrees for two-year·
programs," said Ben Carr, the chancellor of the community· college system. "A lot of students and parents
are going to be surprised when
they find out their technical degree
is not an associate degree."
The Council on Higher Education also opposes the proposal, said
its executive director, Gary Cox.
"A technical degree is an undefined concept," Cox said. "It's neither fish nor fowl, and that would
be a problem."
But Rodney "Biz" Cain, secretary of the Workforce Development
Cabinet, said nothing- should stop
Kentucky Tech from giving degrees if its programs merit them.
f/lOflE ➔
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DEGREE: ·Labels
in dispute for
_certificates
Cc.,.,.;t 'd )
"I didn't know the word 'degree'
was a proprietary thing," he said.
The issue of technical degrees·
is one of many coming to the forefront at a time when the relationship between community colleges
and Kentucky Tech is under increasing scrutiny.
Right now, both systems - as
well as the regional universities offer two-year programs. Many
think they need more coordination,
or even a merger. ·
Gov. Paul Patton has proposed
setting up a task foroe after the legislative session that would look at
the structure and governanoe of all
education beyond high school.
A pending bill in the House
filed by state Rep. Freed Curd, als~
calls for merging the Kentucky
Tech post-secondary schools and
community colleges.

Cox said he thinks that the
state should look at the issue as
part of Patton's broader study into
higher education and technical
schools.
"That's a better forum to deal
with these issues," Cox said. "We
need a forum where we can get into
the big issues."
But Huston ·said he thinks the
question of offering technical degrees is an independent issue.
About one-third of Kentucky
Tech's 100 diploma programs
would be eligible for degree status,
Huston said.
The Council on Occupational
Education, which accredits postsecondary technical schools has
said Kentucky Tech's plans ~ould
not jeopardize its accreditation.
Huston said the question of duplication is not relevant because
about 90 percent of the courses in a
technical degree would be technical The other 10 percent would be
academic courses like business
English or applied physics, he said.
KeIJtucky Tech also would provide a two-year guarantee on people who receive technical degrees.
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Ashland college
receives big gift
ASHLAND -Ashland Community College received its largest private gift every yesterday.
The Harold Kelley home, just
south of the campus, has been appraised on a cost-replacement basis' at $885,000, and is on the tax
rolls at $400,000.
Kelley, an attorney, accountant
and city commissioner, arranged
the donation of the house months
ago, 'but only yesterdar, did ACC
officially receive the gift, in a ceremony at the school.
"Right now the Community College Foundation is leasing the
home, and a portion of the rent will
provide scholarships for ACC students," college President Charles
Dassance said. "I don't know how it
will be used, long-range. That's up
to the foundation."

~ommunity college programs
reqmre graduates to take more general academic courses.
"I think everyone is hung up on
the. word 'degree' more than the
~ontent," Huston said. "It's different
m content. _It's ~ifferent in intent."
. Kafoghs said he also did not
thmk the Kentucky Tech degree
would duplicate associate degrees
Kafoglis said he was concern~d
that the current setup puts Kentucky students at a disadvantage
"They have students who get
the same education as students in
Tennessee get," he said. "But the
stud~nts_ in Tennessee get a degree,
and it gives them an advantage in
employability."
But .Carr, of the community college system, still had questions. If
Ke!}tucky. Tech is adding courses
!0 Its ~culum, that would mean
it's crf:ll~n~ duplication, he ·said.
If it ts Just changing the name
of what _students get, that also raises questions, Carr said.
··
"If no_th!,iig is changing, then
why do. 1t? he said. "It sort of
sounds hke we'.re cheapening the title of degree, 1f we just give it to
whatever program."
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~ropout could get diploma
through 'life experience' ·
By MARK SCHAVER
Staff Writer

think they are treated as failures and
dr?pouts rather than as adults, Suter

FRANKFORT, Ky. - Dri>pouts
could earn a high school diploma for
their "life experience'~ under a bill
that passed the House Education
Committee yesterday. · · ·
.
The measure; House Bill 461, offers
an. alternative to the high school
equivalency 'diploma, which is the
usual way adults who did not finish
high school complete their education.
Under the bill, instead of taking a
written General Educational Development exam, adults 25 or older would
be able to earn an "external diploma"
by demonstrating they have academic
and work skills. They would then be
given a traditional diploma from a local high school.
.
Older adults often do not want .to
take the GED because they have test
anxiety and don't want to revisit an
experience at which they were once
unsuccessful, said Teresa Suter, the
commissioner of the state Deparnnent
for Adult Education and Literacy.
They may also resist taking the
GED because they don't see it as relevant to their lives and because they

Thirteen states now offer the external diploma, and more than 10,000
people have earned a degree sinoe it
was created in 1991, according to the
Workforce Development Cabinet.
Kentucky has a pilot project in
Scott, Woodford, Fayette and Franklin counties, and more than 275 people have participated. Forty-two people, with an average age of 40, completed the program and earned a diploma.
To earn an external diploma, participants must demonstrate mastery
of one workplace and 65 academic

said.

''competencies.u Examples include

the ability to "interpret and comprehend written matenals" and "calculate time and distance."
'
The process usually takes from six
months to a year and requires assembling a portfolio that includes examples of people's work and their performance in particular situations.
The standards are set by the American Council on Education, which also
sets the standards for the GED.
"It is not easJI," Suter said.
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ACC receives
~argest donation:
;Harold ~elley· home
By GEORGE WOLFFORO
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

: ASHLAND - Ashland Community College this morning
received its largest private gift
;_ a home whose owner says it
}s the largest in Ashland.
: The Harold Kelley home at 1
The Oaks Drive, just south of
the school's campus, has been
appraised on a cost replacement basis at $885,000, and is
assessed on the tax rolls for
$400,000.
: Kelley, an- attorney, accountant and city commis~ioner, arranged donation of
the house months ago, but
imly today did the ACC Partp.ers in Progress campaign officially receive the gift in a
i:ereniony at the school.
: John Mays, co-chairman of.
· ·the drive-and president of the
Community College Foundation of Ashland, said valuing
the house at $885,000 brought
the campaign total to
$1,599,000:
.
Kelley and his wife, Ruie
built the 10,200-square-foot
home in 1965 on an acre of
land.
"After Ruie got ill," Kelley
said, "we knew we would not
need to live in a big home like
that, and we decided to give it
to the college's fund-raising
program.
·
"They can use it for what:
ever they want. It'd be nice as
a president's home. Only one
other Kentucky community
college, Paducah, has a home
for its president."
Dr. Charles-Dassance, president of ACC, said the structure
would be used for fund raising.

"Right now the Community
College Foundation is leasing
the home, and a portion of the
rent will provide scholarships
for. ACC students," he said.
"I don't know how it will be
used, long-range. That's up to
the foundation, and I'm sure
they are leasing it to gain income while they consider what
they will finally do."
Dassance said Kelley's_ gift
was not his first to the college.
He established a.$25,000 scholarship endowment in honor of
his wife months ·before her
death two weeks ago.
_· .
"I think the community college, next to the people of .Ash:.
land, is the greatest asset this
city has," Kelley said.
"Our c0mmunity's future depends on education, and more
than ever our young people
need to be educateil not only
in liberal arts but in technology."

Kelley, 74, said he envisions
a larger role for ACC in teaching technology. He is a University of Kentucky fellow, a
recognition given to people
who donate $10,000 or more to
the school.
,
"My two oldest _daughters
.

-

took their undergraduate degrees at UK, although none of
my children went to ACC."
He is also a member of the
Board of Overseers of the University of Louisville and a
member of the U of L Society,
indicating gifts of $100,000 or
more to that school. Kelley
said his donations date back 20
years and went to U of L's law
school, ofwhich he is an alumnus.
He's also made gifts to Western Kentucky University,
which absorbed the Bowling
Green Business University
where he got his undergraduate degree in accounting;
Morehead State University;
Berea and Alice Lloyd colleges.
Kelley, a former chairman of
the Kentucky Public Service
Commission and a former
member of the Kentucky Racing Commission, came to Ashland after graduation from the
U of L school oflaw in 1950.
He and Allen G·anoway
opened a CPA f"=, Kelley and
Galloway, in which he remained active until 1980, when
he retired to devote his attention to the practice oflaw.
He was selected Outstanding
Lawyer of Kentucky in 1968 by
the Kentucky Bar Association.
He has also been a member .of
the governing bodies of the
Kentucky CPA society, bar association and the American
Bar Association.
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Not sure university should
be wood training center
OFTHE DAILY INDEPENDENT

MOREHEAD - Morehead
State University President Ronald Eaglin says he's "not so
sure" the university should be
a training center for Kentucky's wood industry.
The Kentucky Wood Products Competitiveness Corp.
proposes three wood industry
training centers - one each at
MSU, the University of Kentucky and Eastern Kentucky
University.
•Eaglin said the uni't'ersity
has expressed willingness to
help in any way it can 'with
the centers. But he envisions
MSU's role. as a coordinator,
bringing involved parties together to develop a statewide
master plan for education and
the wood industry. Those parties include the state's fouryear institutions, community
colleges and technical schools.
"The key here is that it
should happen," Eaglin said.
He noted that EKU currently
has the only four-year wood industry program.
"We don't have a lot of academic program in this," he
added. "We need to talk about
how we can dovetail into that
and serve the entire state."
Eaglin met last Monday with
the head of the corporation,
Mark Kaser, but the purpose
was not necessarily to discuss
the centers.
"It was m·or.e · of an opportunity to meet him, see
what they've done," Eaglin
said.
"We've been working with
the Kentucky Tech system, the
community college system,
and now we're at the point
where we're beginning to
reach out to the regional universities," explained David
Rowlett, the corporation's education and training director,
who also attended the meeting
atMSU.
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~aglin views
MSU as being
a coordinator
8y MADELYNN COLDIRON
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Eaglin said he has asked
Kaser to put together an overview of what his corporation
needs from higher education.
Once he receives that, he has
offered to bring together representatives from the other institutions.:,
; Rowl~tt said his group will
11robably take Eaglin up on his
offer. "We're trying to decide
what is the most logical step,''
· he said..,
Rep. Rocky Adkins, i>-Sandy
Hook, said during a legislative
committee meeting last month
in Frankfort that MSU has a
responsibility to establish a
training center for the wood
products industry.
The proposal calls fo~ each
of the three centers to recruit
and train 20 to 30 students in
wood technology, including
furniture-making and millwork.
Eaglin was instrumental in
getting the Wood Products
Competitiveness Corp. established several years ago. Its
purpose is to promote, enhance and develop the state's
secondary wood industry.
Though the state's logging
industry is healthy, many economic development officials
say Kentucky loses the full financial benefit of its wood by
shipping those logs to other
states for manufacturing into
furniture and other products.
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Bill would ease
community college
transfer of credits
BY ANGIE MUHS
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER

FRANKFORT - Students could transfer eve
more credit from community colleges to universitie,
under a bill that was advanced yesterdav bY the Ser
ate Education comminee.
· ·
The bill, sponsored by Sen. Tim Shaughnessi
passed the commillee unanimously, with lil!le discm
sion. It now goes to the Senate's con"sent calendar.
The bill would require the Council on Higher Educatio:
to establish a core cuniculum of 60 credit hours that coul,
be transferred from community colleges to universities.
It would cover students majoring in arts and sci
ences, business. communications, education and engi
neering. If approved, it would take effect in fall 1997.
The state's community colleges and universities it
January started the ~st block transfer agreement, bu
,t covers only 45 credit hours.
Shaughnessy, D-Louisville, said that he sees th,
new bill as a logical next step. He said he had beer
"very disappointed" that the previous block transfe1
agreement didn't cover more courses.
"I think everybody has bought into this," he said
"This isn't a new issue."
Shaughnessy - who himself encountered prob•
!ems when he transferred from Jefferson Communin·
College to the University of Louisville - first spon•
so~ed legislation in the 1992 General Assembly trying
to improve transfer.
A Council on Higher Education study found that
as many as a third of the students who transferred
from community colleges encountered problems.
"Hopefully, this is going to be the last step,"
Shaughnessy said.
LEXINGTON H ERALO·LEADER
'd
_
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Advisory board bill OK'd: A bill that would allo\\
!acuity and student representatives to vote on community college advisory boards passed through the Senate Education committee yesterday. Barbara Ashley, a
spokeswoman for t~e Kentucky Community College
Faculty Alliance, said members had sought the bill in
part because of a recent controversy at Prestonsburg
Community College over voting rights. "We wanr to
preclude that happening again .... \shley said.
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UK student, 23, dies .
'after exercise injury
· A 23-year-old graduate student at the University of Kentucky died after apparently injuring
himself while working out at a campus weight
room. UK spokesman Ralph Derickson said Kok
Eng Lim, of Malaysia, was found about 6 p.m.
Wednesday on a lap weight machine at the
Seaton Center. He died about an hour later at the
UK Hospital. An autopsy by the Fayette County
coroner's office indicates that Lim died from a
hemorrhage in the neck "consistent with an
injury cause by weight lifting equipment"

,
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Technical-degree measure
advances
BY ANGIE MUHS
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER

FRANKFORT
Tim
:'vlcPheron knew his Kentuckv Tech
training had given him the skills he
needed for a job as assistant manager of an automobile service and
parts store.
What he didn't know was that
the company's parent companv
said all applicants should have degrees. He had a diploma - the
highest credential that Kentucky
Tech awarded.
McPheron, of Burlington, got
the Job anyway, but only because
the person who interviewed him
changed the word "diploma" to "degree" when he sent the application
on to his superiors.
Yesterday, McPheron asked
lawmakers to change state rules
to let Kentucky Tech award technical degrees in some of its programs so that students could better compete.
"In Northern Kentucky, we're
directly affected by this," said
McPheron, 36. "It's a big deal to ·
say, 'Yes, I have a degree in this."'
The Senate Education Committee voted to approve the bill and
send it on to the full Senate.
"There seems to be a general
recognition that the technical
schools are providing training of a
very high quality," said state Sen.
Nick Kafoglis, the bill's sponsor.
"Students deserve that recognition."
But the community college system and Council on Higher Education argued the change would create more problems than it solves.
Ben Carr, the chancellor of the

community college system. said
that letting Kentucky Tech offer degrees would only create more of the
duplication that lawmakers have
complained about.
"I can predict I'll be back in this
committee, or some other committee. explaining why we ha,·e a technical degree in electronics and an
associate in applied science degree
in electronics." Carr said.
Carr and Gary Cox. the council's executive director, said they
also were concerned that students
might be confused by two different
types of degrees.
But Kafoglis, D-Bowling Green,
said he did not think that would
happen.
"There will be as much difference between a technical degree
and associate degree, as between an

associate degree and a bachelor's
degree," he said.
The technical degree issue also
comes at a time when many are debating the relationship between
community colleges and vocational
schools. which are run by different
aims of state government.
Gov. Paul Patton has said he in•
tends to call for a comprehensive
review of all education beyond high
school, including a look at the two
systems' structures.
But Sen. David Karem, DLouisville, told Cox and Carr that
he was frustrated the two systems
hadn't been able to better cooperate
without prodding.
·
"Why in the name of God is it
the responsibility of the General
Assembly to bring these people together?" Karem said.
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Technical schools allowed
to issue degrees under bill
By RICHARD WILSON
Staff Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Despite opposition from two higher-education officials, the Senate Education Committee approved a bill yesterday to permit state technical schools to begin
awardins degrees instead of diplomas
and certificates.
Committee members rejected concerns voiced by Gary Cox, executive
director of the state Council on Higher Education, and Ben Carr, chancellor of the· University of Kentucky's
community coll~e system, voting 8-1
to send Senate Bill 69 to the full Senate.
Sen. Nick Kafoglis, the Bowling
Green Democrat who is sponsoring
SB 69, argued that graduates of technical schools would have better job
opportunities with degrees, particularly when they compete with technical graduates who receive degrees in
other states.
·
Cox urged the panel to delay action
on the issue until the completion of a
study of all state education programs
beyond high school. Gov. Paul Patton
has said he intends to name a panel to
do the study.
Cox and Carr also suggested that
technical school graduates could not
be guaranteed that all their course
credits would be transferable to twoor four-year colleges. That, Carr said,
would create confusion for the graduates and colleges where they might
apply.
Carr said he would have no problem with the technical schools offering degrees if they met college accreditation standards. "But then you'd
need to create more colleges," he
said.
.
He also noted that community colleges, both at UK and other universities, already offer technical degrees in
many fields.
Kafoglis said the Kentucky technical schools were accredited by the
American Council on Occupational
Education, and graduates received as
much, if not more, technical training
than those earning technical degrees
in community colleges. He also said
the move would not diminish the status of two-year associate degrees offered by community colleges.

"There will be as much difference
between the technical degree and the
associate degree as there is between
the associate degree and the bachelor's degree" at a four-year college,
he said.
Executives of Kentucky industries
told the panel they were satisfied with
technical school graduates.
Larry Royalty, vice president of the
Hitachi Automotive Products plant in
Harrodsburg, noted that some Kentucky technical school graduates with
only certificates "outperform degree
people from other states."
Under SB 69, degrees could be
awarded to graduates of accredited
technical programs where 90 percent
of the course work is in a specific
technical field.
Although saying he respected the
quality of technical school programs,
Sen. David Williams, R-Burkesville.
cast the only vote against the bill.
"We should not lead people to believe that because we call something a
degree it will be considered a degree
by colleges and universities," he said.

Times are EST. Rooms are in
the Capitol Annex unless
noted.
HOUSE
9 a.m. - Budget re\~ew on
justice, corrections and
judiciary, Room 131.
10 a.m. - House convenes,
House chamber.
1 p.m. - Budget review on
education, Room 131.
SENATE
9 a.m. - Senate convenes,
Senate chamber.

- · ·;• KEEPING' UP · ·
""'To check on a bill's
status: (800) ns-9158.
""' For committee-meeting
schedule: (800) 633-9650.
""'To leave a message for a
legislator: (800) 372-7181 .
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Woman says she was fired after
refusing supervisor's advances
BY CHERYL POWELL
CENTRAL KENTUCKY BUREAU

GEORGETOWN - A former food services employee at Georgetown College who says she was fired
for not giving in to her female supervisor's sexual advances sued the college and the supervisor yesterday.
In the suit, Helen Roderick, 55, of Georgetown alleges that throughout 1995, her supervisor, Elonda
Hinson, called her "girlfriend," blew in her ear, kissed
her and made other unwanted overtures.
Because Roderick, a wife and mother of two, refused those advances, she was fired in October, the
suit says.
The suit, filed in Scott Circuit Court, also alleges
that at least two of Hinson's bosses knew about the
problem but did nothing to stop it.
Roderick's attorney, Tim Philpot of,Lexington, said
he was surprised by the lack of response fo Roderick's
complaint from officials at Georgetown College - a
Baptist school.
Instead of "doing the right thing" and firing Hinson, "they chose instead to hire lawyers from Tennessee to defend her ... actions," said Philpot, who is
also a Republican state senator.
But Jason Rogers, the Nashville attorney who represents the college, said the school investigated the
complaint and handled it properly.
He refused, though, to say what the internal investigation found and what actions -- if any - were taken against Hinson as a result.
"The college is satLsfied that it has acted appropriately and in all respects observed its legal duties," he

said.
Hinson, who lives in Falmouth,
could not be reached for comment.
Rogers also would not say why
the college fired Roderick, but
Philpot said college officials told
her she missed too many day~_ of
work~even though she had a doctor's excuse.
Roderick had been working
part-time in the college cafeteria
since July 1993 so her daughter,
Stephanie, could go to the school
for free through its employee tuition waiver program, Philpot said.
·since her mother's problems with
the school, Stephanie has rec~ived
a full scholarship from the college
so she can continue attending
classes, he said.
But that's not enough to make
up for the pain Roderick endured,
Philpot said.
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Chief of Pikeville College to retire
PIKEVILLE, Ky. - William Owens is retiring as president of
Pikeville College, the school announced yesterday.
Owens, 65, has been president of the four-year mountain college
since 1985. His retirement will be effective June 30, 1997.
"Pikeville College's academic programs. enrollment, endowment
and physical plant have all shown improvement" during Owens'
tenure, said Terry Dotson. chainnan of the school's board of
trustees.
Dotson said a search for Owens' replacement will begin immediately. Owens said he may assume other duties at the college
following his retirement.

In the suit, Roderick is asking
the college to give her back hl'r nlrl
job and fire Hinson and her two supervisors. Roderick also is seeking
an unspecified amount of compensatory damages for humiliation
and embarrassment.
11
She was extremely reluctant to
tell anybody what happened to
her," Philpot said. "She was as devastated by this emotionally as any
client that's ever come into my office."
The U.S. Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission does not
track the number of complaints
filed by women against women,
but "it's a very rare occurrence,"
said Da,·id Grinberg, an EEOC
spokesman.
·

Pflieville College
president plans
to retire in '97
BY ANGIE MUHS
HERALD-lEADER EoucATION WRITER

The president of Pikeville College announced
yesterday that he plans to retire next year.
William H. Owens has been Pikeville's president
since 1985, His retirement will be effective June 30,
1997.
Owens might teach at the college after that or
work in its fund-raising operations, said Terry Dotson,
chairman of the board of trustees.
Owens was out of-the office yesterday and could
not be reached,
The college has begun to set up a searer
committee for Owens' successor, Dotson said.
He said trustees have been very pleased \\~th the
college's progress under Owens, who turned 65 last
year. •
"Dr. Owens came along at a time when ::ie college
was at a low point," said Dotson, president and CEO of
Worldwide Equipment "There have been improvements in every area."
For instance, enrollment in 1985 had dipped to 600
students. It now stands at 841, an increase of 8.4
percent over the previous year.
Enrollment peaked in 1991, when the college had
991 students.
Dotson said the college now has more faculty
members with doctoral degrees. It has been able to
improve the campus by building a new library and
renovating several o:ber ·key buildings, he said.
The college also has been negotiating with the
Southern College of Osteopathic Medicine about a
possible merger or affiliation.
Dotson said part of Owens' success stemmed from
his ability to reach out to the comr:1unity.
"Bill got people involved who. could make a
difference, and that's very important," he said.
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Fick works to stay positive
as Eagles' losses pile up
BY RICK BAILEY
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER

"How ,·ou <loin'?" the caller
wondered.·
·
"You had to ask," Dick Fick
said. "I feel both ways, good and
bad. Ambivalent, I guess."
He feels good,
says Fick, because that is his
nature as the effervescent, sometimes outrageous
basketball coach
at
Morehead
State. and because "it's wonderful
dealing Rck
with the kids."
He feels bad because the Eagles
are on an eight-game losing streak
and are 7-17 overall, 3-17 against
Division I teams and 2-12 and last
in the Ohio Valley Conference.
"We're getting closer, but we can't
get a 'W,' " says the coach who is
in his fifth season at Morehead.
Is Fick, with one year remaining on his contract, close to losing
his job?
"President (Nelson) Grote, when
he hired me, gave me five years,"
Fick said. "President (Ronald) Eag,
lin gave me another year after I
was (OVC) Coach of the Year last
season. I'm sure he will honor that
year."
"I know we're having a tough
time right now,'' Eaglin said, "but
the season is still going on. Contracts are always discussed in the
normal procedure after the season."

·•J expect him (Fick) to complete
the contract," Athletic Director
Steve Hamilton said. "Like with all
our coaches, we'll evaluate what
happened and our expectations after the season. A lot of rumors are
going around, but they're not substantiated."
"There's been nothing from this
office," Eaglin said concerning rumors of Morehead buying out the
last year of Fick's contract. "There
are only two official places - the
athletic director's office and here."
The Eagles are focusing on the
last weekend of the regular season
with visits from Tennessee State
Saturday and Tennessee Tech
Monday and with the OVC Tournament beginning Thursday in Nashville.
"It's rough right now,'' said
Mike Scrogham. a junior post play- •
er. "The games seem to come down
to the last shot or play that we
need to make. So far it's not gone
our way.
"We feel we're getting better
each game, but the wins are not
there for us. We're looking forward
to finishing well."
Senior wing player Mark Majick said, "We're trying to stay
positive. The attitude is the same,
and no one is getting down. The
young guys are staying positive,
but it's hard for us seniors losing
· like this in our last year."

Majick and senior guard Mark
Kinnaird have been relegated to
reserve roles late in the season, in
part to help inspire the Eagle
bench.
.
"Coach Fick talked to me. He
said at first it would be tough, and
it was,'' Majick said. "He wanted to
make sure the whole team was
ready. We've got a rotation (of
players) now, and it's helped."
As for Fick: "I've got to kke
these kids and coach them as hard
as I can and make them learn. as
many lessons in life as they can.
That's what I said when we were
winning, and that's what I . say_
when we're losing."
Fick pointed out that in the.last
two years Morehead had a 29:19
record in non-guarantee games.
(Guarantee games against teams
like Kentucky, Louisville and Indiana are played for revenue purposes.) The Eagles also won 19
conference games over that period.
"We lost some talented kids
after last season, and we don't have
a chance to reload," he said. "We're
committed to playing a lot of guys
who will be coming back next year,
and I expect the success of the last
two years.
"We've struggled down the
stretch of games and not made the
key baskets, but we've played
hard. We're much improved, but I'd
like a 'W' to show for it."
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held a town meeting at which they
expressed concern that budget priorities did not match the mission of
the university. They mentioned a
lack of technology and NKU's landacquisition strategy.
"The faculty have pointed to
the acquisition of land versus the
lack of technology in the classroom
as a source of frustration," Faculty
Regent J. Michael Thomson said. ·

fu~e with r~gents
Boothe says he's accomplished what he came
to do, may choose to move into another role
~

.•

AsSOCIATED PRESS

·mGHLAND HEIGHTS:_ The
president -of Northern Kentucky
University said yesterday that he
and. the board of regents .are reviewing his future status at the
scli.~l he has headed for 13 years.
·:. "There come pivotal times in
everyone's career when they need
to assess their future, and such a
time, has come for me," 'Leon
BoQ\he said in his statement
:Boothe· said he has done the
things he came to NKU to accomplish and has "stayed the course
despite a number of difficult challeng~."
.:Besides continuing as president; Boothe said these options
were open to him: "to perform
other functions within the university or to look at other opportunities
outside of the academy."
· He said it was possible he and
the. board would come to some
conclusions soon, possibly as early
as the next meeting in March.
Boothe's contract expires June
30, 1997, and requires the board of
regents to notify him a year in
advance if his contract will not be
renewed.
If he gave up the presidency,
Boothe could move into another job
there, possibly teaching. He· is a
tenured history professor at NKU.
When he was hired in 1983,
Boothe was considered an "external" president, skilled at promoting
the university. The relatively new
collegi, was then in the process of
making a leap from a communitycollege mentality to a regionaluniversity mentality.

Now, university officials talk of
the need for a hands-on leader in
the face of shrinking state budgets
and corning changes within the
university.
Friction between faculty and
the administration also could play
a role in the discussion of Boothe's
departure.
On Feb. 8, faculty members
LEx!NGTON HERALD-LEADER, LExiNGTON, KY.
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"I will continue to vote against
any land acquisitions until the
instructional-equipment
budget
reaches a minimum baseline level
which I believe to be at least
$400,000 a year."
Boothe. has been at NKU since
1983.
■ SUNDAY, FEBRU.ARY 25, 1996

Appalaclil-an commission
Agency seeks to concentrate les
shifts focuson area infrastructure, ma
BY Boe GEIGER

HERALD-LEADER WASHINGTON BUREAU

WASHINGTON - The Appalachian Regional Commission - which has shelled out
tens of millions of dollars in Kentucky for
roads, buildings and sewer projects - is
placing more emphasis now on education,
health care and entrepreneurship.
·
That's part of the commission's new
strategic plan, the most comprehensive revision to the agency's agenda since it was creatediri the mid-1960s to promote economic
development in poverty-plagued Appalachia.
"These are times when human resources
projects, which tend to cost less, give you
more bang for your buck," said Mike
Wenger, who represents the 13 states on the

commission.

The plan also says the commission
should focus special attention on the areas of
greatest need, which traditionally have been
in the central Appalachian region of Kentucky and-West Virginia.
.
That is in line with suggestions from
Congress that the commission spend a

greater proportion of its resources in economically distressed counties. Thirty percent.
rather than 20 percent, of its non-highway
money will be set aside ~or the most needy
counties.
That should be good news for Kentucky,
which has 38 economically distressed counties in the region - more than any other

state. ·- --~ ·

·

---· ·

The first guiding principle of the ne"
plan reads: "The most valuable investment
that can be made in the Region is in its pecple."
.
Some of the plan's goals are to:
■ Reduce the region's school dropout rail
to the national average.
·
■ ❖ive high school students access tc
school-to-work programs.
■ Double the number of Appalachians
participating in leadership development pro
SEE ARC

►
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ARC: Agency
shifts focus to
people of area

Congress who has played a key
role in m_arshaling support for the
program.
Wenger said that while the
plan indicates a significant shift of
emphasis for the commission, it
does not signal a radical departure
FROM PAGE 1
from its past work. More than half
grams.
j the commission's budget is still be■ Halve the number of areas ing spent on roads, and the plan
that have a shortage of health-care still mentions the importance of infrastructure such as sewers.
professionals.
Rogers pointed out that the
■ Give every high school student access to a program in entre- commission has long funded education, health'care and. leadership
preneurship.
■ Ensure that all students ar- projects. As an example, he pointed
to Forward in the Fifth, a group
rive at school ready to learn.
that supports improvements in edThe strategic plan also calls for ucation in southern and Eastern
the agency to do more in-depth Kentucky.
evaluations to determine whether
Rogers also said commission
its projects are producing the demoney
for infrastructure projects
;ired results. Wenger acknowlin
his
district
- such as roads and
edged, however, that finding a system for measuring success might sewers - will continue to be just
as important as they have been.
be difficult.
c
Congress, if it chooses, could
How, for instance, do you meaignore
the strategic plan when
;ure the effect of a sewer system
funding
the commission. For inm economic development? he
stance, Congress has continued to
1sked.
' place a greater emphasis on roads
The new strategic plan reflects than the commission wanted.
nuch of the thinking of Jesse
The Clinton administration's
White, the top federal official on
budget
last year asked for $90 mil:he commission and an appointee
lion
for
roads and $89 million for
>f President Clinton. To develop its
·other
projects.
Congress. approved
>Ian, the commission also conductid focus groups and town hall $109 million for roads and $57 milneetings around Appalachia. The lion for other projects.
The effect of the strategic plan
Jlan also was approved earlier this
nonth by governors of the 13 also will be -limited by the high degree of flexibility the states will
;tates on the commission.
still enjoy.
The changes - more account. .
.
1bility, an emphasis on entrepreThe c_omm1ss10n 1s run as a
1eurship, mote bang for the buck I partnership between state govern- a\'20 could result in more sup-, ments and the federal government.
mrt i'<>r the commission on Repub-: Governors propose projects, which
i~n,l!!ominated Capitol Hill,, where are considered by the commission
he agency has had to fight at- staff.
empts to eliminate it. ·
Through • the strategic plan,
"It will be more acceptable, 1 Wenger said, gov~rnors will kn~:"
think, to a more conservative Con• what types of proJects the comm1sgress," said U.S. Rep_ Hal Rogers, sion would like to emphasize.
·1

· ' of changes in the
state's constitution,
election reform, eco1 nomic
development
and health-care reform. It has coordinated town forums
on these and other issues, surveyed the effectiveness of legislators, and published a
directory of citizen
advocacy groups in
the state. It also publishes an issue-oriented newspaper,
the Kentucky Journal.
____ _
Several months of negotiations between U of Land ~enter officials climaxed in the center board's approval Fnday
of a partnership that will keep the center operating.
The agreement, which Shumaker will repo_rt (o ~ of 1:,'s
trustees today, provides for the center to retam its 1dent1ty
under u of L sponsorship. While srecifics of the univerSI·
ty's financial commitments are stil to be worked out, they
By RICHARD WILSON, Staff Writer
apparently will include money to open and operate a
Frankfort office starting July I.
FRANKFORT, Ky. - The Kentucky Center for Public
U of L funds also will ensure continued publication of
Issues was looking for money to stay in business.
the Kentucky Journal. U of L assumes no obligation for
The University of Louisville's new president was trying any center debt.
to find a way to offer state government some research
Shumaker said he expects the university's annual suphelp on public issues.
iP~rt for, the _center to be between $150,000 ~d $200,000,
mostly m pnvate money. The center will neither compete
The result was an opportunity for the two institutions and last Friday the center's board approved an agreement with nor duplicate current research efforts of the Leg1slaunder which 11 will work in affiliat,on with U ofL.
tive Research Commission or the Kentucky Long Term
"I think this partnership will prove to be a real turning Policy Research Center.
point that enables the center to not just keep the doors
Grants or contracts may be sought for research by
open, but to also make an even greater contribution to the U of L professors on state issues or. probl~ms, and Shucommonwealth."· said David H. Owen. chairman of the maker said another valuable benefit 1s that mternsh1ps for
center's board of directors.
U of L students may be initiated through the center.
Early last year, the 7-year-old center's board realized
· He said U of L might be of particular service on issues
that its projected income from individual and corporate that affect urban and metropolitan areas,
donations would fall short of its expected expenses, By
"I have worked in state capitals my entire career and
October its board of directors closed its Lexington office have been interested in, and somewhat concerned about,
but still harbored hopes the non-partisan, non-profit agen- the extent to which resources of universities are not used
cy could be salvaged.
by state government," Shumaker said. He has held acaBut about the same time. help was on the way.. John demic posts at Ohio State University in Columbus and the
Shumaker, U of L's new president, was already thinking State University of New York in Albany.
~bout how his school could offer research help on public
Paul Weber, chairman of U of L's political science deissues to state government.
partment, hailed the link with the center and said it can
Shumaker said he was not even aware of the Kentucky
benefit both U of L and the state. Many professors, he
center until a casual conversation last September with
said, are doing practical research on topics that can be
Dan Hall, his assistant for university relations, who haphelpful to state policy-makers.
pens to ·be a memb~r of the center's -board.
As for students he said, "Everybody knows the best
"I was l!rand new in the state and sort of looking for a
education is a co~bination of academic and practical expartner, and Dan says, 'Hey, I've got one for you,' " Shuperience We get some of that because many of our stumaker recalled in a recent interview. The Kentucky cendents w~rk. But there are gaps. We hope to develop i~ter, which Shumaker calls "a well-respected, highly visible
ternships so students can get some real hands-on experiand effective organience (in Frankfort)."
zation," was a tailorVic Hellard the retired director of the Legislative Remade answer, he
search Com~ission who is now a Frankfort lobbyist,
says.
agrees.
The center has
'Tm delighted the center is going to continue;· he sai?,
been at the forefront
"That kind of marriage between U of Land the center will
of several major isserve both entities well. and should be helpful to Kensues in recent years,
tucky:·

Beleaguered
public-issues
center affiliates
with U ofL

Partnership may give state
use of university research

MSU Clip
A sample of recent articles of interest to Morehead State University
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Hold off on health-law changes
policy ~oar.d's _chaiqn~n: a4yises
.

.
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By GIL IAWSON

Staff Writer

.
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· ·

.. FRANKFORT, Ky. - Kentucky's
health'Care-reform law _;_ which
could be drastically changed or repealed because of complaints about
· higher insurance rates - should be
given more time to work,· the chairman of the Health Policy Board said
yesterday.
"I think it would be very unfortunate to make any major changes until
we have some expenence," Jack Hall
said in an interview. "To make
changes on· actuarial projections
alone, I think, would be a mtstake: I
think we need the experience that
time will give us."·
· · · ..
But Hall, who was appointed to the
board - a creation of the 1994 healthcare-reform law - by former Gov.
Brereton . Jones, suggested pushing
back some of the deaillines in the law.
For example, he suggested giving
employees of state universities and local governments until mid-1998, an

... •·· ...... . . ---·-: . - ·: :·=-··. -- ~--.-·

-· ,,____ . . . . ·--.
additional two years, to join-a state·
health-insurance purchasing alliance.
He .also su~ested moving back the
deadiine for individuals and empioy-.
ees of small businesses to convert to
standardized plans.
The extra lime would give consumers more time to learn about the
changes, he said. He acknowledged
that some rates "are far beyond what
this board was advised when we were
working with actuaries."
Giving the law more time is ''the
only real way we'll know the impact
of_ the mandates,., H"!I sai~. "Anything less than that, we re go1!1g to be
solefy. dependent. o.n actuanes; and
thef!! IS not lllllllllll!'ty among the actuanes as to 11)~ impact of any of
these mandates. . .
. .
The ~~th Policy Board _IS one of
the proV1S10ns on the chl!Jlpmg block:.
Several proposals including !lie most
recent from Gov.' Paul Patton, would
I bolish th
. y ··b - aid
·ra1.
l·a
e po cy O
an seve
,o~her key tenets of the reform law.
. Some lawmakers, as well _as advertisements sponsored by the insurance
-.,

--a· --
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~ke accord: A no~. pi:ofit agency was looking for money .to stay in
:::,bu_siness at a time wlien the University of Louis'i}\ille's new president; John. Shumaker, was seek,~ ways to offer the state r~earch help on public'
-,~ues. ·Thus, an agreement was reached under
;,which the·Kentucky Center for Public Issues will
·work with the university. Last year, the 7-year'.Jlld center's board realized th~t its projected
~income from· individual and corporate donations
-·.would fall.short of expected expenses. By October
,;the board closed its Lexington office but hoped
:the non'partisan agency could be salvaged. The
.~greement provides for the center .to retain its ··
:identity under U of L"sponsorship: While specifics.
"@f the university's financial commitments are still
· to be worked out, they apparently will include
moriey to open and-operate a Frankfort office
-starting July L In recent years, the center has
promoted changes in the state's constitution,
;~lection reform, economic development and
,llealth-care reforin.

1996

.. '

...·_;_ ·,.__.-·
industry, blame the policy board and
the law.- for the higher premiums.
Some spots have poked fun at the
l>c!ard, saying it is in. over its head
.with numerous rules and regulations.
Insurers and some lawmakers want
immediate changes in the reform law.
Hall defended the board, saying it
didn't have enough time to meet the
law's deadlines. He said it is impor!ant for an. independent agency to
oversee health-care issues.
Although some have accused insurance companies of boosting rates to
sabotage the law, Hall did not.
.
,"I have no reason to believe there's
been any intent in the rate-setting to
undermine" the reform law, he said
''They have, in my opinion,.made sure
that any gamble on this is atthe consumer's expense not at theirs."
-.- - - · - • ' th
d-di-.
•· . But Hall did say e 1V an ra o
spots were "totally unfounded. I see
those as out of character for anybody
who's responsible."
.
Sen. Nick Kafoglis, a Bowling
Green Democrat who has backed the
1994 law, expressed similar sentiments. Like Hall, Kafoglis has suggested pushing back the law's dead'
lines and giving it more time to work.
''We do not need a bill that includes
the wishes of the Health Insurance
Association of America," said Kafoglis, referring to the lobbying group
that is behind the media campaign.
"Let's see what market forces work!'
But he agrees with Hall that business and trade associations be
exempted from rate restrictions ap,
plying to members of the purchasing
alliance. ··
Klifoglis and several pro-reform
lawmakers met with Patton yesterday
to discuss the administration's latest
draft, which among other things
would let insurers use health status to
determine rates.
Rep. Ernesto Scorsone, D-Lexing-

~

~

ton, said he "didn't see any consumer
protection in the bill" and recommended it be revised. Patton is still
working on the bill and expects to unveil it this week.
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Word of prais·e
Businessman gives ACC biggest gift
Ashland Community Col- the home will be used for
lege is reaping the benefits of ' scholarships. ·. . :; , ·:~ :., . ·, _·•
Harold Kelley's long career
Kelley earlier gave ·$25,ci00
as an attorney, certified pub- to ACC as a scholarship enlie accountant and ·business- dowment in honor of his
man. The Ashland city com- ·- wife. He also has given genmissioner has given the two· erously to the University of
year college_ its largest pri· ·:·Kentucky, the University· of
vate . gift: The home Kelley Louisville, Western·' Kenan~ his late wife, Ruie, · · tucky University, Morehead
owned at 1 Oak$ Drive, just State University, Berea and
· south of.the ACC campus. ·. · -:. Ailee Lloyd College.
The 10,200-square-foot
·Kelley called ACC Ash·
home has been assessed at a land's second greatest asset,
replace,ment value of $885,000 p.ext to its people: __ .
and· is assessed on the .tax
"Our community's future
rolls for $400,000. It ·was deed- depends ,on education; and
ed to the college as part of more than ever our young
ACC's on-going Partners In · people need to be educated
-Progress campaign.
.· .·-,.·:not mily in' tlie· liberal arts
While the Community Col- but in technology." He fore·
lege Foundation of Ashland sees ACC taking. a more achas yet to determine how to tive role in teaching tecbnol·
use the· home, it already is ogy,
·- ·- .. · -· · - - .. '--: being used to benefit stuKelley is· to be· commended
dents. Revenue _from leasing_ ·for his generosity. -

MSU student will _help carry torch

1

Roger Hicks' selection to
help carry the Olympic torc)l
was not based on his athletic
ability. Instead, the 44:yearold. West Liberty . resident
was selected because of his
y~ars of commitment to helping others.
.
Hicks will ·be · among the
115 Kentuckians to carry the
Olympic torch in Kentucky
on June 5 and· 6 as part of a
15,000·mile relay that will
begin in Los Angeles April 27
and end in Atlanta July 19.
Hicks 'will carry the torch
one kilometer in Louisville.
Hicks leads a busy life. He
leaves his West Liberty home
early each morning for a full
rlav of classes at Morehead

State University. He then
drives to Lexington, where
he works from 4 p.m. to midnight at the Hope CeJ:!.ter, a
homeless shelter.
... _At. the shelter, Hicks main' · 1y works with those with al·
· cohol and drug problems. As
· someone who fought - and
conquered - his own battles
with drugs and alcohol as a
· youth, he can identify with
those he is trying to help.
That's his greatest strength,
· said Hicks, who has been
· sober for 21 years.'
· Hicks said he will he joyful, humble and proud as he
carries the Olympic torch.
We congratulate him on an
honor that is well deserved.
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Colleges to face review~'.
of performance funding
BY ANGIE MUHS
HERAU>l£ADER EoucAllOH WRITER · ·

. Wh~ it comes to making state .
umvers1ties meet certain goals to
get all of their money, the presidents_ ~d the <:ouncil on Higher
Education agree it's a great idea.
When it comes to figuring out ·•
the details of what to measure and•
how to do it, things get a little
murky.
The council this weekend will
be asked to review the issue of per-·
f~rmance funding, a concept that ·
!mks part of a university's money .
to how well it performs in certain
areas.
.
The idea isn't new to Kentucky
- the council experimented with
the process last year - but there is
still disagreement on how to handle
the nitty•gritty process of setting
the standards by which schools
will be measured.
•
The council's executive direc. tor, Gary Cox, suggested in a Feb.
14 memo that the council might
have been "too lenient" when it appr!Jved guidelines in November for ·
the universities to set their own
goals.
,. "! strongly believe that the performance funding system- -needs.
further improvement in the areas I
mentioned," Cox wrote in a Feb. 20
follow-up letter to the university •
presidents.
; Cox, in his two memos, cited ·
1;_0ncerns that the level of commit1!1ent to goals that relate to the
schools' missions were "minimal in
foo many Ca5!!5."
•·· He also suggested that community colleges' performance ought to
be measured individually instead of·
a.; a system and questioned the
usefulness of some universities'
goa!s, such as making technology
available to faculty.

~- _Sev~I ~ide~ts, couching I
thell' rephes m pohtely academic f
terms, told Cox they weren't-'
pleased.
.. . .
.!
- ·Eastern Kentucky University.'
President Hanly Funderburk ques: :
tioned why Cox was bringing up,'
his concerns now.
· · - ·:
"The council's staff and otir '
staff worked long and hard on this '.
for a year," he said. •If there were :
going to be changes made, they i
should have been made several·,
months ago."
. ·· i
Mary L Smith, president. of !
Kentucky State University, also l
said
she .didn't understand .the tim- )l
•
mg.
.
. l
• "We assumed that everything ,
was OK because we hadn't heard to i
rhe contrary." she said. "A lot of •.
time has been spent on this, and I ·
can't see spending a heck of a lot
more time doing this agaiIL•
Each university was allowed to
select several areas of perfonnance
to measure; they came up with any- •
where between six and 12 c-ategories.
The universities then assigned
possible points to each goal, with 100 points being a peiia.'t score.
Cox said in an interview that
some of the areas that concerned
him weren't apparent when the
council initially approved the
guideline;.
.
"l don't think some of these
things really struck me until you
saw the distribution of points," he
said. "It's naive to think that you
make a decision in a vacuum and
never revisit it.•
For instance. Cox said. he wanted to look at the way universities
as.signed points to the goals that
the council required them to meeL ...

J

'I)-

rr

_.. 1:1te issiii'/ <if performance fund-, \
mg mvolves a small portion only about l.4 percent '- of the ..
1996-97·· state appropriation for ·
highererl=tion.
.
· ·•
But with Gov. P-aul Patton call• ·

ing on universities to be more ac•
countable and prove that they're.
doing a good job, the process takes ·
on mo.re significance. many say.
"lt is a tender time for higher •
education," said Morehead State
Univ~ity
~ident Ronald .
. '.
Eaglin. -~

.

-~(-

.

Eaglin said he was· concerned ·
that Cox's_ memos seemed- to imply
that the univl'n!ities were trying to ,
avoid performapce funding,
"lt made it sound like we
weren't cooperating or we were trying to dilute it,• he said. "! think we
were giving a good-faith effort in
the guidelines the council set forth."
Cox said he hadn't meant to
question the presidents' commitment to the idea of performance
funding. __ -

·( was sufl)rised at the emotion
caught up in their responses," he
said.
·
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_Need for remedial math remai~s high
BY ANGIE MUHS
HE~lEADER EOUCATION WRITER

... ThouSiJnds of Kentucky's high
school graduates are still discovering that they aren't prepared to
take college-level mathematics
courses, according to a new study.
'· The Council on Higher Education .found that 34 percent of 1994
high school graduates who enrolled
at a four-year public Kcntu.,ky university that fall wound up in remedial math daSS<:S.
At commumly college-,;, 70 pc:rcent of the studenis 100k remedial
math. About ondiflh of Kentucky
fri,shmen al indep.:ndenl four-year
colleges also were enrollc-d in mncdial malh.
Severn! legislalors and educators said they found 1he numbers
disturbing.
·;· "You are having an absolule
duplication of effort, i.e., a waste of
inoney," said state Sen. Joe Meyer,
thainnan of the educa1ion committee. "It's a huge financial burden for
higher education, and it's a huge
time burden for students."
The situation, though, is not a
new one. The numbers of high
school graduates who then enrolled
in remedial math as college freshmen has stayed fairly constant in
the four years that the council has
~one the report.
• The report trncked 79 percent
of high school gradualcs who wenl

Facts and figures 01'! C?Qll~ge .,tud~rat, ···: \.

.

, \ i; ~', : .·. ,1•;-~;i~J·:-.'·t:-·>·. ,:l.~ :·~·.'.

The High School Feedback Report also found that: : ',

· ,: •

·/;

■ '10 percent of 1994 graduates .fri>m ~~cJty)lil,!h JP1<10½,a~d:.'

,edaKentuckycollegethatfalL '/ .. ·• _.,_, .. -'.'_· ''.0:-; ·-: , .. -.;.,. :-i':'
·t err"frhman
■ 86 percent of those students
returned
for the sp1:ih1fsemester
of·
.,
es
year~
· .
,.. :.
......,
, :~ ...~ ,.-.-,,•.,
, ".- ~ . :, f:,;.... -._~'.,•.
h
■ About 16 per~t of l99:' high schooi°gmduates
placed' m' ·
remedial English classes after enroUing'at public four-year coUciges..
That figure was 11 percent at ind~dent' Cl!lleges and 10 ~cent at ·
community college,;.
• : ;· ;-·. __ .. ••"
· ·
._
II The average rollege GPA was 2.4 f~ students at public'four-year·,
colleges, 2.6 for students at independent coUeges'and 2.1 foi
ty liege tudents
. , •...:c• ·:•i ... ,..,.._ .: ,, :,. • 1 -~ "·'~-

were

0

amunwu-,
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s

.

_ .. ; :
J

~~_(\~':?h\_::.~-~~·:

on to college. The report did not
cover students who anended an
ou1-of-s1a1c college or did not take
the ACT test.
Educ;1tors say there are severnl
reasons thal a student might end
up in a remedial ma1h class.
For ins1ancc, the student might
not have taken the recommended
pre-college curri_culum aud missed
basic courses 1ha1 give preparntion
for college math. In other cases,
studeuls' skills need to be improvc-d.
But 1hc numbt,rs of college students who nc-..-d r,·mc-dial work has
sparkt-d a national debate about
how to handle "1hose rnurses.
Severdl Slalc,,. including Florida, have 1.tws requiring that all col-

<, ,-: ..:-·,·~ANGE~UHS.
., :~- .. \~

... , r ~•-I,•~; •~!- 1. - ~ ,
U;t •• ~"'1-f.,.,. ',

~• :•!•,,I ,''-,-i

,~"•~.:~-~

lege remedial work be done at the
commllllity college level
. 1
In Kentucky, state Sen. Tim
Shaughnessy, D-Lowsville, said he
plans to introduce a resolution calling for a study to determine where
remedial classes should be offered.
It would focus at first ori Jefferson
Community College and the University of Lc:iuisviUe, which are only a
short distance apart.
"I think there's a. lot of merit to
designating the community· college
system as the· one to address that
curriculum," said · Shaughnessy,
who said he was surprised by how
many students needed remedial
math. •J just don't think the univei"sity setting is the appropriate environment to address it." ·

Several regional university
presidents also said their schools
were obligated to offer remedial
classes, especially when there wasn't a community college nearby. · .
"We can't leave those students
hanging out there," said Kentucky
State University President Mary L.
Smith. •Somebody has to help
them."
But Bob Ronau, an associate
professor of mathematics education
at 1he Univctsity of Louisville, said
he would slop short of blaming the
secondary education system.
.
·Does it mean our teachers are
doing less of a job? I have to say
no," Roriau said "There's plenty of
blame to go around, but we need to
gel onto solving it, instead of pointing fingen,."
Ronau, who is now working on
a project to develop teaching seminars for high school math teachers,
said part of the problem lies in
American cultural attitudes about
math that imply that not everyone
can do it well. That's simply not
true, he said.
Students also have to be enc
couraged not to skip taking a math
.class their senior year, because it
causes their math skills to fall off
from disuse, he said.
"Of those who took four years
of high school math, you probably
won't find many of them in the college remedial classes," he said ·
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Numbers confirm: Good education equals
better pay
EDUCATION INCREASES EARNING POWER

A study shows how dramatically salaries go up with a higher level ot
education; fewer women than men get degrees in higher pa'(lng fields.

BY RAcHn L .loNES
KNIG>rr RIOOER WASHINGTON 8Ut£Au

~ Earning power and gender

WASHINqTON - When Cyrus Khorrarn, was deciding his

Average monthly salary In 1993
for those with bachelot's degree
or higher

e Men

Women

Engineering graduates

-8

Salary

13,189

Education graduates

S a l a r y - S1,&99

24%__.
79% __.
,I

13% - -

SOURCE: Census Bureau
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Voting-rights blll OK'd: A House bill that w0uld
give voting rights to faculty and stud~nt repr,.-...enta•
tives on community college advisory board ..,.-.ts unan•
imously approved by the education comm1ttt't'
yesterday. The bill, sponsored by Rep. Ruth .\ ~
Palumbo, D-Lexington, originally called for adding a
community college student to the Cniven.1ty uf K~ntucky Board of Trustees. A similar bill (alhni,t for
extending voting rights to faculty and ·n1dt'nts o!1
local advisory boards also was approved b" tht' ~rote
Education comminee last week.
LEXINGTON HERAU>lrAOER. LEXINGTON. ~y ■ T~ y F£811\JARY 29

;• RICHMOND, VA.

lawmakers OK reduced-tuition bfU: South•
eastern Kentucky residents are one step closer to
qualifying for reduced tuition at a nearby four.
year Virginia college. The Virginia House of
Delegates has approved legislation that would
allow residents of some Kentucky counties to
qualify for reduced tuition at Clinch Valley College in Wise, Va., about 15 miles from the state
border. The bill would become law in a few
weeks, unless Virginia Gov. Ceorge Allen vetoes
it. Clinch Valley officials said they did not know
what the tuition rate for Kentucky residents
would be. The current tuition for Virginia residents is $3,200 a year. compared with S7,52.t for
out-Of-state students. Kentucky students would be
eligible for the tuition break if they lived w1thin
50 miles of the college.

1996

profession, his doctor father offered
some advice about economic security.
"He said. 'You'll always be well
off, because no matter what else
happens in the world. people will
always get sick.' " recalls Khorrami. 20, a pre-med student at
George · Washington University
here.
That logic about the rewards of
a professional degree is vividly
highlighted by the results of a new
Census Bureau report detailing the
value of education.
The study shows enonnous differenc:es in income among Americans. based on how much educallon and what kinds of education
they have received.
Career choict'S ·uch as medi( tne. the l;rn ,111d t•ngmanng art>.
11n a \ cr71J.;<. fa r mort lucratt\ t' than
hheral a11s. cduG1t1on qr the '""x., al
..ciences. :\ per.,,on wnh a bache•
lor·-. degree m educattun t'aITled an
a\ crage of $1.ti9'J d month m 1993
- Just over half the $3.189 an
engmeenng major couid expect to
pull down.
But in an economy overshadowed by the threat of downsizing.
many young Americans receive
some ominous mixed messages
about advanced education.
Despite worries about economic
uncertainties, the Census study
confirms everything parents, teachers and career counselors have
admonished through the years advanced education and training,
as much as you can get, can pay
very large dividends.
Not surprisingly for those worried about gender inequities, men
far outnumber women among highpaid engineers while women dominate among low-paid educators.
The report also highlights gaps
between the educational and eronomic attainment of minorities versus whites.

